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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of study was to determine if three discrete levels of

soreness can be identified using various magnitudes of eccentric triceps exercise

in non-resistance trained, college-aged students. Methods: Mate (n=12) and

female (n=12) subjects *"i" ,".rrited and randomly assigned to a 20-, 40-, or

60-repetition group (n=8). Subjects performed maximal eccentric triceps

contraction at 90''s-1 on a Cybex isokinetic dynamometer. Measurement of peak

torque (PT), arm.circumference (2, 6, and 9 cm), relaxed arm angle (RANG),

elbow range of motion (ROM), descriptor differential scale (DDS) (sensation and

unpleasantness), and creatine kinase (CK) were done at baseline and 24, 48,72,

and 96 h post-soreness induction. A 3 x 5 repeated-measure ANOVA was then

done for each dependent variable to assess interactions as weil as time- and

group-main effects. To eliminate a dampening effect of baseline values on group

data, a univariate ANOVA was also done to determine if groups were similar at

baseline. lf they were, a univariate ANOVA on group was done collapsing all time

periods but excluding baseline. Results: A reduction in PT was proportionate to

the amount of exercise, as strength decreased by 13.6%, 32.9o/o, and 47 .3%

following 20-, 40- and 60-repetitions, respectively, compared to baseline for all

time points combihed. Arm circumference (2 cm) was significantly different

between 20- and 60- repetition groups, whereas RANG was significantly different

between the 20- and 40- and 20- and 60-; there were no differences between the

40- and 60- repetition groups for either variable. Also, G0-repetitions reduced

ROM more than 20-repetitions, but no difference was found for 4O-repetitions.

Surprisingly, DDS (sensation) was same for all three groups, but DDS

(unpleasantness) was significantly different between the 20- and 60- repetition

groups, as was CK. Changes in all variables except CX peaXeO at48h and had

il
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not returned to baseline at 96 h. Conclusion: U4der the present experimental

conditions, DOMS can be manipulated into three.discrete levels as measured by

strength loss (PT) and into two levels when assessed with changes in arm

circdmference at 2 cm,ROM, RANG, and unpleasantness of soreness. This

information may be helpful to researchers, as well as health care and exercise

professionals, when assessing efficient treatment and preven[ion strategies for

DOMS.
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Chapter 1

!NTRODUCT!ON

Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) is a well-known experience for

bcith novice and elite athletes (Armst.rong, 1984). DOMS is a sensation of pain

and stiffness in muscles that occurs for one to five days folloriving unaccustomdd

eccentric exercise (Armstrong, 1984). DOMS results in reducei physical

performance due to loss of voluntary force production and occurs typically at

beginning of the sporting season when athletes are ieturning for training

following a period of reduced activity (Cheung, Hume, & Maxwell, 2003). As a

result of the pain and strength loss, DOMS potentially reduces athletic

performance in many ways, while the perception of functional impairment,

reduced joint excursion, and strength loss increase the risk of further injury

(Cheung et al., 2003).

ln common experiences, DOMS can be mild'producing only a little

discomfort for involved muscles. However, DOMS can also be so severe that it

leads to hospitalization (Sayers, Clarkson, Rouzier & Kamen, 1999). Severe,

eccentrically induced-muscle damage can induce exertional rhabdomyolysis,

which describes degeneration of muscle cells and is characterized by elevated

serum enzyme level, swelling, pain, stiffness of muscles, fever, nausea, vomiting,

abnormal histology, hemoglobinuria, and myoglobinuria (Knochel, 1982). High

levels of,myoglobin can lead to renalfailure, which is an extreme consequence of

severe DOMS (Knochel, 1982).

Eccentric exercise produces greater severity of DOMS related symptoms

than isometric or concentric exercise (Brown, Child, Day & Donnelly, 1997;

Smith, 1992;Walsh, Tonkonogi, Malm, Ekblom & Sahlin, 2OO1).Brown, Day and

Donnelly (1999) assessed muscle damage following SO-maximal concentric knee



extensor contraction followed by same number of eccentric contractions and

concluded that concentric exercise induced no change in maximum isometric

voluntary contractioh (MVC) nor in serum creatine kinase (CK) or lactate

deh'ydrog6nase (LDH). Eccentric exercise reduced MVC by 23 x 19% (mean +

SD) and increased CK and LDH on day three postexercise. The study concluded

that eccentric but not concentric contraction induced muscle damag6. Similarly,

Malm et al. (2004) studied the effects of three grades of running on markers of

DOMS. They reported that'45 min of running downhill (-8') produced greater

soreness and pain than running downhill (-4") or uphill (4"). This study illustiated

that downhill running induced greater soreness dependent on the degree of

eccentric exercise, with greater eccentric work yielding greater soreness. Hence,

it seems reasonable to hypothesize that different levels of soreness are based on

the degree of eccentric exercise and the markers of DOMS should follow suit.

Direct measures of exercise-induced muscle damage include sub-cellular

disturbances, particularly Z-line streaming, resulting in distortion of these weak

links in the myofibrillar chain (Clarkson & Hubal, 2002). Some indirect markers of

muscle damage include an increase in T2 signal intensity via MRl, decreased-

force production, increased level of inflammatory markers in the injured muscld

and blood, increased appearance of muscle proteins in the blood, and elevated

ratings of muscle soreness (Clarkson & Hubal, 2002\. Common means to

measure the consequences of DOMS include: torque, swelling, and range of

motion (Warren, Lowe, & Armstrong, 1999). Brown et al. (1997) looked at

exercise-induced skeletal muscle damage, creatine kinase (CK), and soreness at

three exercise intensities. Three groups performed 10, 30, or 50 maximal'

eccentric contractions of the quadriceps. CK levels and pbrception of soreness,

were highest after the 50 repetition condition. According to this study, indirect

markers of DOMS appear to be relbted to the magnitude of the exercise stimulus.
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Researchers have suggested many treatments to allay DOMS, but most

are not well substantiated and vary widely in application (Smith, 1991; Ernst,

1998). lnterventions for DOMS can be divided into three broad categories:

pharmacological therapy, physical modalities; and nutritional supplements

(Connolly, Sayers, & McHugh, 2003). A common intervention to attenuate DOMS

is massage therapy. Various studies assess the efficacy of massage to reduce

soreness and improve muscle function but results are inconsistent. ln one study,

soreness and inflammatory responses diminished fottowing 30 min of

postexercise massage (Smith et at., 1994). !n another study, no change in

soreness or inflammatory response occurred after 10 min of massage therapy

immediate and24 h postexercise (Lightfoot, Char, McDermott, & Goya, 1997).

lnconsistency in study results may be attributed to different types and intensity of

the soreness-induction protocols used. Thus, treatment strategies do not

consider different levels of muscle damage, or DOMS, due to varying levels of

exertion. Treatment effectiveness may be entirely dependent on whether DOMS

is in a mild, moderate, or severe form. ln other words, when the extent of DOMS

varies than treatment protocols may need to vary accordingly.

While it is commonly understood that DOMS emerges in different levels,

no prior study speciflcally attempted to manipulate intensity of DOMS. ln this

study we intentionally attempt to manipulate soreness and study varying levels of

DOMS. lf DOMS can be observed at different levels, than future studies can

assess if specific treatments are effective at various levels of soreness. By

identifying varying levels of soreness, researchers may also be able to better

understand the underlying mechanisms for DOMS.

-:--]
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine if three discrete levels of

soreness (i.e., mild, moderate, and severe) could be identified using various

magnitudes of eccentric triceps exercise in non-reSistance trained, college-aged

. students.

. \ Hvpothesis

The null hypothesis was that eccentrically produced muscle damage, ds

measured by peak torque (PT), relaxed elbow angle (RANG), elbow range of

' motion (ROM), arm circumference, soreness ratings, and serum CK can not be

: differentiated into three discrete levels (i.e., mild, moderate and severe) by

varying the eccentric exercise load.

Assumptions of the Studv

For the purpose of this study, the following assumpiions were made:

1. lsokinetic eccentric triceps exercise induces muscle damage.

2. Armcircumference, PT, soreness level, RANG, elbow ROM and CK are

indirect but sensitive markers of the degree of eccentrically-induced muscle

damage.

3. Perception of pain caused by eccentrically-induced muscle damage is rated

similarly among subjects.

Definition of Termg

1. Untrained Subjects: Subjects who have not participated in a regular resistance

training program (more than twice a week) for upper limb muscles over the

past three months.

2, Active elbow'ROM: The measurement of the achievable distance between the

flexed positioh and the extended position of elbow joint. The normal range of

elbow flexion is 0-150 degree and extension is 150-0 degrees when measured

by goniometery.

T-
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4.

3. Relaxed Elbow angle (RANG): lt is an indirect measure of muscle or soft

tissue stiffness, measured standing *iin tne arm loosely hanging by side. lt is

the angle between the longitudinal axis of arm and longitudinal axis of

forearm when the palm of hand faces towards the.pody.

Arm circumference measurement: Measured to assess the edema caused by

eccentrically-induced muscle damage. Measurement of arm circumference is

typically done at distance of 2,6, and 9 cm from the medial humeral

epicondyle so that information is obtained across ihe whole muscle belly.

Eccentric contraction: A type of muscle contraction where the external load

exceeds the muscles ability to actively resist the load and the muscle is

forced to lengthen active tension is generated.

Torque: lt is a tendency of a force io rotate a joint about an axiS.

Peak torque: For this study, it is the average torque recorded using three

maximal eccentric triceps contractions. tt is a reliable measure of decreased

muscle function following DOMS.

Eccentric triceps exercise: During an eccentric triceps contraction, the elbow

starts movement at straight angle and then bends as the hand moves towards

shoulder.while subject is trying to straighten elbow producing lengthening

contraction of triceps.

Delimitations

The subjects in this study were.all untrained college-aged students.

The effects of eccentric exercise were only observed on triceps muscles of

the non-dominant arm.

The study was conducted using a Cybex isokinetic dynamometer with three

specified protocols (one, two and three sets of 20 repetitions each at g0o's-t)

of maximum isokinetic eccentric triceps contractions intended to induce mild,

moderate and severe effects.

5.

1.

'2.

3.

o.

7.

8.
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4. Muscle damage was estimated with indirect variables including: Elbow ROM,

RANG, PT, arm circumference, descriptor differential scale (DDS), and CK.

Limitations

1. The results may only be applicable to untrained college-aged students.

2. The results may only be applicable to the eccentric workloads (20, 40 and 60

maximal eccentric contraction at 90o's-l) applied.

3. The results may only be applicable to the non-dominant triceps riuscle.

4. The results may only be applicable to DOMS markers studied (i.e., ROM, PT,

arm circumference, DDS, MNG, and CK).
,

,,t,

\
Lt
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Nearly everyone has experienced DOMS at some time. Originally, it was

thought'that DOMS simply resulted from micro-tears in muscle fibers, but

research shows that the mechanism for DOMS is more complicated (Clarkson et

al.,2002). Many studies have examined the ihdicators, treatments, and

prevention schemes for DOMS (Clarkson et al., 2002). However, little work has

been done to examine the potential to elicit various levels of DOMS intensity.

This chapter reviews literature relevant to the study of DOMS. The first section of

this review outlines the definition, mechanisms, symptoms, and proposed

treatments and preventions for DOMS. The'second section outlines the different

markers of DOMS and focuses on markers that might reflect the level of DOMS,

relateo to muscle damage' 
D.MS Defined

-

Following unfamiliar physical activity, sensations of pain and stiffness are

felt in the exercised muscles. The intensity of discomfort increases within the first

24 h following exercise, peaks between.24 and 72 h, subsiding and eventually

disappearing in five to seven days postexercise (Cheung et al., 2003).This

exercise-induced phenomenon is referred to as DOMS and is perhaps the most

common and recurrent sports injury. DOMS usually follows unaccustomed

exercibes but can also occur with increased intensity and duration of regular 
-

exercise. Any muscle that is overly exerted may suffer DOMS. For example,

prolonged downhill running might muse pain in major extensors and flexors of

the hip, thigh, and leg (Malm et al., 2004). Moreover, there is evidence

suggesting that fast twitch muscle fibers are more susceptible to DOMS than

7



slow twitch fibers. The reason for this difference might be the inherent structural

weakness of fast twitch fibers or enhanced recruitment of fast twitch motor units

for eccentric exercises (Macpherson, Schork & Faulkner, 1996). Exercise-

induced muscle damage is more frequent and limiting in stiff muscles rather than

flexible muscles. lndividuals with greater muscle stiffness appear to experience

greater DOMS after eccentric exercise (McHugh et al., 1999).

DOMS is commonly associated with unaccustomed high force muscular

work especially if it involves an eccentric component (Cheung et al., 2OO3).

Eccentric contractions are the lengthening contractions of muscles. Thus, if

external load exceeds the muscle's ability to actively resist the load, the muscle

is forced to lengthen while active tension is generated (Stauber, 1989). Eccentric

exercises result in greater disruption of muscle tissue than concentric exercises,

as eVidenced from histological and electron microscopy (Armstrong, Ogilvie, &

Schwane, 1983). To produce a given muScular force, fewer motor units are

recruited during eccentric contraction than concentric contraction. Thus, with

eccentric contractions, force is distributed over a smaller cross sectional area of

muscle (i.e., greater tension is generated per active cross sectional area)

(Armstrong, 1984). lt is probable that this increase in tension generated per unit

area is the cause of greater mechanical disruption both in muscles and in

connective tissue surrounding it. Thus, eccentric exercise can produce DOMS at

greater rate and intensity than any other form of exercise. ln fact, man! eccentric

exercises (e.g., downhill running, ballistic stretching, and isokinetic

dynamometer) produce DOMS (Brown et al., 1997; Malm et al., 2004; Smith,

1992; & Walsh et al., 2001).

Eccentric exercise results in micro-injury to muscles at greater frequency

than any other types of muscle action (Cheung et al., 2003). Warren et al. (1999)

suggested thatTSo/oor more of the ddcline in tension after eccentric exercise was
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attributable to a failure of the excitation-contraction coupling process, whereas

the reminder of the decline is attributed to the physical disruption of the tension-

bearing element within the muscle. Eccentrically-induced muscle damage is

associated with connective and contractile tissue micro-trauma (Armstrong,

1986). At the cellular level, eccentric exercise disrupts the cell membrane, setting

off an inflammatory response that leads to prostaglandin (PGE, and leukotrienes

synthesis that causes signs and symptoms of DOMS (Connolly, Sayers, &

McHugh, 2003). However, the exact mechanism that leads to DOMS is still

controversial.

Mechanism

The purported mechanisms for DOMS include: lactic acid accumulation,

muscle spasm, connective tissue damage, muscle cell damage, inflammation,

and enzyme efflux (Cheung et al., 2OO3). However, no one existing mechanism

fully accounts for the DOMS phenomenon. Consensus among'researchers is that

DOMS may be caused by an interaction of some of the following mechanisms

(Cheung et al. 2003).

1. The Lactic Acid Theorv

It is based on assumption that lactic acid continues to accumulate in the

muscle fiber even after exercise is stopped. HoweVer, this theory has been

rejected as lactic acid levels return to pre-exercise state within one hour following

exercise. Moreover, Schwane, Johnson,'Watrous, and Armstrong ( 1 983)

measured blood lactate level pretest, during, and sporadically tor72 h after

downhill and level run and could not find a relationship between lactic acid and

soreness level.

2. The Muscle Spasm Theorv

Eccentric exercise increases resting muscle electromyog raphic (EMG)

activity after a training session. lt is proposed that this increased activity indicates
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a tonic localized spasm of motor units. This spasm leads to compre5sion of blood

vessels, ischemia and accumulation of pain substances, which results in a

vicious cycle, further increasing muscle spasm (de Vries, 1992). However,.one

study showed that sore muscles do not have increased EMG activity (Abraham,

1977) whereas others showed that DOMS is associated with a change in EMG

activity. Hbwever, there is no relationship between magnitude of change in EMG

activity and DOMS (Bobbert, Hollander, & Hu'rjung, 1986).

3. The Connective Tissue Damaqe Theorv

There is a difference in composition of connective tissue surrounding type

I and type ll muscle fibers, as Type I have more connective tiisue than type ll.

fibers. As a consequence, type ll fibers are more susceptible to stretch-induced

injury (Stauber, 1989). Measurement of hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine.

(components of mature collagen) in urine samples following exercise support this

theory, but these collagen components are also found in the urine when coltagen

synthesis increases. Therefore, it is difficult to fully interpret the significance of

the increase in urine hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine following eccentric

exercise.

4. The Muscle Damaqe Theorv

Hough (1902) described disruption of contractile tissue, particularly Z-

lines, following eccentric exercise. A widespread disruption of sarcomere

'architecture and myofibrillar Z-line is observed following eccentric contraction

(Friden & Lieber, 1992). Following tissue disruption, there is stimulation of

nociceptors located in muscle connective tissue, arterioles, capillaries, and

musculotendinous junction that leads to subsequent pain. CK is a reliable

measure for assessing muscle membrane permeability and an increase in blood

CK levels is found following disruption of Z-line and damage to sarcolemma

(Clarkson & Ebbeling, 1988). Since there is a discrepancy in the rise in serum CK
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and peak soreness, the muscle damage theory is not likely the sote explanation

for DOMS (Cheung et al., 2003; Clarkson et al., 1988).

5. The lnflammation Theorv

The basis for inflammatory theory is that repeated eccentric muscle action

activates white blood cetl, which precipitate edema (Smith, 1991). Eccentric

exercise damages the muscle fiber, which releases proteolytic enzymes and

certain factors e.g., bradykinins, histamines, and prostaglandins, all of.which

attract neutrophils and monocytes to the injured site (Fielding, Manfredi, & Ding,

1993; Maclntyre, Reid, Lyster, Szasz, & McKenzie, 1996). After acute neutrophil

accumulation, theie is gradual increase in monocytes level in muscle.

Subsequently, inflammatory cytokines produced by monocytes are released,

subh as interleukin (lL)-1, lL-6, tumor necrosis factor and lL-q; anti-inflammatory

cytokines like lL-10 are also released. These factors collectively mediate an

inflammatory response that increases osmotic pressure in the injured tissue,

thereby causing edema or swelling, which evokes pain. Although peak edema

(votume measure and girth measurement) coincides with peak soreness (Gulick,

Kimuri, Sitler, Paolone, & Kelly, 1996), the time course for inflammatory cell

infiltration is not as well correlated (Schwane, Johnson, & Vandenakker, 1983).

Consequently, it remdins controversial as to whether inflammation and

subsequent edema are largely responsible for DOMS.

6. The Enzvme Efflux Theorv

Gulick and Kimura (1996) described how calcium accumulates in muscles

aftei sarcolemmat damage. They suggested that cell damage leads to inhibition

of cellular,respiration at mitochondrial level. Subsequent decline in adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) production slows calcium influx into sarcoplasmic retinaculae,

which increases intracellular calcium accumulation. This accumulated calcium

thereby activates proteases and phospholipases that increases muscle damage.
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Consequently, chemical stimulation of pain nerve endings occurs, inducing the

discomfort associated with DOMS (Armstrong, 1984).

ln summary, none of the aforementioned theories fully account for DOMS.

instead, DOMS likely involves aspects of most of these purported mechanisms.

Consequently, an interpreted model for the DOMS has been developed (Cheung

et al., 2003). This model suggests that high tensile forces associated with

eccentric exercise leads to muscle and connective tissue damage that causes

elevated levels of calcium which activates proteases and lipases that cause

further sarcomere disruption. Collectively, muscle damage is roughly correlated

with increased serum CK levels. \Mthin a few hours inflammation increases, a

product of neutrophil infiltration and degranulation. Neutrophil degranulation

attracts monocytes, which leads to greater histamine production. In the presence

of an inflammatory environment, monocytes convert to macrophages, producing

prostaglandins that sensitize type lll and type lV nerve endings to mechanical,

thermal and chemical stimulation and that also activate nociceptors within the

muscle fiber, Subsequent edema elevates pressure within the damaged tissue

further increasing sensory neuron activation. At present this model is not fully

supported; further research needs to validate the precise mechanistic events

describing the occurrence of DOMS (Cheung et al. 2003).

, Siqns and Svmptoms

Muscle and connective tissue damage that occurs with eccentric exercise

can alter musclefunction and joint mechanics. DOMS is usually subclinical with

the sensation varying from slight muscle stiffness, which rapidly disappears

during the daily routine, to severe debilitating pain, which restricts movements.

The symptoms associated with DOMS last for about one to five days following

the exercise. The signs and symptoms associated with DOMS include dull,

diffuse pain, tenderness, stiffness, swelling, and decreased muscular strength
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(Fitzgerald, Rothstein, Mayhew, & Lamb, 1991). Pain and tenderness typically

pgak one to three days after exercise and subside within seven days. Pain

initially presents at the musculotendinous junction and may gradually spfead

throughout the muscle belly (Noonan & Garrett, 1992). Stiffness and swelling

peak in three to four days after exercise and typically resolve within 10 days.

Significant reduction in joint excursion is observed following eccentrically

induced muscle damage. Reduction in joint excursion results from'reduced joint

range of motion as well as reduced muscle flexibility. One study found 30%

reduction in elbow range of motion and increased stiffness following 60 maximal

contractions of eccentric elbow flexors (Zainuddin, NeMon, Sacco, & Nosaka,

2OO5). Another study found a 17.6%decrease in etbow range of motion at72h

postexercise following 30 sets of 10 repetitions of eccentric dumbbell curls at

90% of 10 repetition maximum (lsabell, Durrant, Myrer, & Anderson, 1992).

DOMS is also associated with a decrease in strength, which may peak

immediately after exercise or within the first 48 h, and usually lasts for more than

five days (Cbnnolly et al., 2003). Peak torque reduction is more pronounce d 24-

48 h following DOMS-inducing exercises and more persistent with eccentric

exercise than any other form of exercise (Smith, 1992). Duration of strength

reduction is also greater following eccentric exercises and reconciled in 8-10

days (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989). Prolonged torque reduction following eccentric

exercise is an indicator of damage to contractile elements, impairments in

excitation-contraction coupling, and inflammation (Clarkson et al., 2002).

Maikers of DOMS

Numerous data highlight the meihanisms underlying DOMS, and identify

preventive and therapeutic treatments for the discomfort. But for any clinical or

scientific problem it is important to develop 'markers' or measures that permit

specific quantification of the problem (Warren et al., 1999). There are a wide
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variety of criteria for quantifying muscle injury, but no general agreement on the

best method to do so (Warren et al., 1999). Ctarkson et al. (2002),for example,

describe direct and indirect measures of muscle damage. Direct measures

include assessment of cellular and sub-cellular disturbances through the use of

muscle biopsy. Because of inherent errors with this technique, most scientists

use indirect markers to assess degree of damage. lndirect measurements

include muscle soreness, changes in MRl, decrease in force production,

swelling, reduced range of motion, and elevated proteins, and inflammatory

markers in blood.

1. Cellular and Sub-Cellular

Unaccustomed exercise damages cellular and sub-cellular muscle

structures. The first evidence of muscle damage following eccentric exercise

was provided by Friden, Sjostrom, and Ekblom (1981), who used soleus

biopsies at two and seven days postexercise to show myofibrillar damage and

Z-line streaming after stair descent. In another study Friden, Sjostrom, and

Ekblom (1983) analyzed muscle samples collected at one hour,ihree days, and

six days after backward cycting and they found changes in ultra-structural

integrity of myofilament, mitochondrial loss, disarrangement of A-band , and Z-

line streaming. Data from these studies led some to postulate that the Z-tine was't

the weak link in the myofibrillar chain. Further examination concluded that

cytoskeletal protein desmin, which links Z-lines together, may be susceptible to

exercise-induced damage. ln addition, mast cell degranulation occurs in the

perimysial area near blood vessels, thereby attracting mononuclear cells,

suggesting that tliere is damage to the extracellular matrix and possible damage

to capillaries as well (Stauber, Clarkson, Fritz, & Evans, 1990).

Collectively, these data showed that the initial exercise insult damages the

ultra-structure of the muscle fiber, extracellular matrix, and possibly associated
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capillaries. But results with biopsy are inconsistent and possibly associated with

error. Malm et al. (2000) studied multiple biopsies taken over seven days from

placebo and experimental groups (eccentric cycling exercise) and found that.

there were similar changes in both groups. The biopsy itself might produce '

damage in muscle that confounds interpretation of changes associated with

DOMS. Moreover, biopsies by nature are asmdll sample of the whole ,rt.i";
which makes quantification of.damage challenging. lt is possible that the amount

of damage in the muscle might be underestimated or overestimated with the

biopsy technique (Clarkson et al., 2002).

2. Maonetic Resonance lmaqino (MRl)

ln comparison to biopsy, which gives focal results, MRI is a better, albeit

much more expensive, technique because it examines the whole muscle rather

than a small sample. Shellock, Fukunaga, Mink, and Edgerton (1991) found

increased T2 signal intensity after eccentric exercises, which may be attributed

to edema. Another study by Takahashi et al. (199a) found increased signal

intensity after eccentric exercise and attributed it to increased water content in

the damaged muscle, a consequence bf injured connective tissue, increased

capillary permeability, or damaged muscle cells. ln addition, MRI is useJul in

assessing which muscles are damaged after exercise. For example, after

eccentric forearm flexion exercise, subjects differed in the extent of damage in

synergistic muscles with some subjects showing damale in biceps, some in

brachialis, and some in both (Nosaka & Clarkson, 1996). Nevertheless, studies

assessing muscle damage by MRI are still unclear; thus further studies are

'warranted to assess the correlation between changes in MRI signals and force,

torque, and CK activity. Because of the issues with the aforementioned direct

markers of injury, many researchers rely on indirect markers to better

understand DOMS.



3. Torque

Change in muscle function may be the best means to evaluate magnitude

and time-course of muscle injuries resulting froft eccentric exercises. Muscle

function is defined as the ability to exert force over a certain range of motion, at

a fixed muscle length, or at a given velocity, external load, and level of activation

(Warren et al., 1999). Maximum Voluntary contraction (MVC) torque, which is

directly proportional to the force produced by a muscle, is the most common

method used to assess muscle damage. Reliability of the MVC torque

measurement is generally high (interclass correlation coefficient > 0.85) (Kellis &

Baltzopoulos, 1995). Warren et al. (1999) concluded in their review that MVC

torque is the best measure of muscle damage resulting from eccentric

contractions.

Concentric protocols are associated with a strength loss of 10-30o/o afler

exercise, with strength r:eturning to baseline within hours (Jones, Newham, &

Torgan, 1989). Low intensity eccentric exercises reduce muscle strength by 10-

3Oo/o,with a recovery period longer than concentric protocols (Mizrahi, Verbitsky,

& lsakov, 2OO1). High intensity eccentric exercises decreases force by 50-65%

and recovery takes 10-12 days (Newham, Jones, & Clarkson, 1987). For

example, 60 maximal eccentric contractions of elbow flexors reduced isometric

torque by 60% and strength did not return to preexercise levels for 10 days

(Zainuddin, Newton, Sacco, & Nosaka, 2005). Similarly, 40 eccentric elbow

flexors contractions reduced isometric PT by 22o/o (Connolly, McHugh; & Padilla-

Zakour,2OOO). These data show that the drop in PT may be related to the

number of contractions or intensity of contractions. lt appears that higher the

intensity of eccentric exercise, the greater the extent of muscle damage,.and

hence, the more strength is reduced.



4. Blood Markers

CK is an enzyme that buffers cellular ATP and ADP concentrations by

catalyzing the reversible exchange of high energy phosphate bonds between

phosphocreatine and ADP produced during contractions (Brancaccio, Maffulli, &

Limongelli,2007). The serum level of this skeletal muscle enzyme is a marker of

the functional status of the muscle tissue and varies widely in both pathological

and physiological conditions (Brancaccio et al., 2007).lncreases in serum CK

occur after muscle damaging eccentric exercises, because of changes in the

sarcolemma which increases interstitial CK and subsequently circulating CK

levels (Brancaccio et al., 2007). After damage, total serum CK begins to

increase at around 24 h, peaks around 48 h, and then gradually returns to

normal values (Armstrong, 1984). Smith et al. (1994) fr5und a marked increase

in C( activity after 26 maximal eccentric chest presses; the baseline CK value

was 95.16 lU.L-1, whereas at 48 h it rose to 1410.01 lU'l--', peaking at72h at

2361 .01 lU'L-1. Similarly, CK peaked at72 h to 2704 lU'L-' after 60 maximal

eccentric biceps contraction (Zainuddin et al., 2OO5). From these studies it can

be concluded that peak CK occurs al72 hours or later postexercise.

Using a compilation of studies, the serum CK can be directly correlated

with intensity of exercise. The normal serum CK level is 50 -220 lU'L-,

(Brancaccio et al., 2007). Paulsen et al. (2005) found total serum CK of 5,500

!U'L-1 after 96 h following 300 sub-maximal eccentric contraction of the non-

dominant quadriceps. Paschalis, Koutedakis, Jamurtas; Mougios, and

Baltzopoulos (2005) found total serum CK level of 1,600 lU'L-1 after 96 h

following 120 maximal eccentric contractions of the same muscle group.

Collectively, these data showed that the greater the intensity of exercise, the

higher the CK level in serum.
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Other circulating enzymatic markers of muscle damage include lactate

dehyd rogenase, aspartate am i notransferase, a nd carbonic anhyd rase

isoenzyme ll (Sorichter, Plrschendorf, & Mair, 1999). ln addition to circulating

enzymes, circulating muscle proteins are also used to indirectly assess Oamage.

These proteins include myoglobin, fatty acid binding protein, troponin, and

myosin heavy chain (Sorichter et al., 1999). Although alt the aforementioned

'enzymes and muscle proteins increase with DOMS, CK receives most of the

attention. Since there is no systematic study of all these markers together, we

know.very little about how they will correlate to each other and to the extent of

muscle damage. (

5. Circumference and ROM

The effects of DOMS are also assessed by examining the various

parametbrs associated with the inflammation response to eccentric exercise,

such as neutrophil accumulation and change in the concentration of various

cytokines, e.g., lL-13. Cannon et al. (1989) found that downhill running

increased lL-13 for up to 5 days. Similarly, Malm et al. (2000) found increased

T-cell expression (inflammatory mediator) at 6 h, macfophages at 48 h, and

natural killer cells from'6 h to 7 days after exercise. tn a subsequent study,'Malm

et al. (2004) found that downhill and uphill running at different degrees of incline

increased leukocytes levels, with a peak at 6 h in all subjects. Granulocytes,

lymphocytes and monocytes were also elevated in all subjects. Since these

inflammatory responses induce edema, various researchers have indirectly

measured soreness by circumference and ROM.

The inflammatory signals induce an influx of protein rich fluid (exudates)

into the damaged muscles by increasing capillary permeability (Smith, 1991).

Peak edema level (as measured by limb girth) coincides with peak soreness

(Gulick et al., 1996). Swelling peaks around 3-4 days following exercise, as
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measured by'changes in limb girth, and subsides within 10 days. Cleak and

Eston (1992) found that arm circumference increased by 1 cm four days after

eccentric biceps exercises. Similarly, 225 ecentric wrist extensor contractions

increased forearm circumference by 60 mm from baseline (Gulick et al., 1996).

ROM is defined as the arc through which a joint moves. ROM is

determined not only by muscles but all structures that surround the joint like the

skin, subcutaneous tissue, tendon, cartilage, and ligaments. Passive ROM is

usually used to assess degree of restriction following muscle damage. Full

muscle excursion is important for maintaining adequate ROM. But DOMS results

in damage to muscle fiber, stiffness, and swelling, which reduces passive ROM.

Zainuddin et al. (2005) found that 60 maximal eccentric contractions of elbow

flexors reduced passive elbow flexion by 30% with full recovery taking

approximately four days.

Some researchers also measure RANG to assess muscle stiffness post-

exercise. RANG is the angle formed between the forearm and arm when the

limb hangs loosety by side of the body and is measured with the elbow as a

fulcrum (Cleak & Eston, 1992). Eccentric exdrcises markedly reducds RANG.

Mean RANG decreased to 26' after 70 maximal eccentric contractions of the

elbow flexors; the decline peaked at 96 h, with full recovery taking 10 days

(Cleak & Eston, 1992). Similarly, Prasartwuth, Taylor, and Gandevia (2005)

found a 12.6 + 8' decrease in RANG immediately after various quantities of Sub-

maximal eccentric elbow flexions. ROM and RANG might be reliable markers of

soreness, but further research is warranted to prove reliability across different

study protocols.

6. Soreness

Evaluation of pain is one or the most important criteria to assess DOMS.

Pain is highly variable and subjective. To evaluate pain, multiple scales have
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a nume'rical rating scale. Of these, VAS is the most widely used to measure pain

assdciated with DOMS because it is reliable (Zusman, 1986). A drawback to the-

VAS is that it gives a less stable estimate of clinical pain than a scale composed

of multiple items (Gracely & Kwiloz, 1988). Another problem with the VAS is it

assesses pain in only one dimension, while pain is multi-dimensional in hature.

The DDS may be better used to assess pain (Gracely et al., 1988) as it

measures both the affective and sensory aspects of pain. Consequently, the

DDS may be superior to the VAS (Doctor, Slater, & Atkinson, 1995). \Mth a

DDS, subjects are asked to rate the magnitude of their clinical pain relative to 12

graded descriptors of pain intensity (sensory dimension) and 12 graded

descriptors of pain unpleasantness (affective dimension). Ratings relative to

each of.the 12 descriptors are averaged within each dimension of pain (intensity

and unpleasantness) to get the total score for pain intensity and unpleasantness

(Doctor et al., 1995).

Soreness appears many hours after damage inducing exercise, peaking at

24-48 h. Soreness results from the stimulation of group tV nociceptors by

noxious chemicals like histamine, bradykinin, and prostaglandin (Friden,

Sfakianos, & Hargens, 1986). Level of soreness should be directly retated to the

d^egree of muscle ilamage. Hence, low level exercises like downhill running and

isokinetic qu6driceps exercise produce soreness values of four or five on a

scale of 10 (one equals no soreness and 10 equals maximum soreriess),

whereas high intensity eccentric elbow exercise produce soreness values of

about seven to eight. This timing is also consistent with force loss and increase

CK levels. tn contrast, peak swelling does not coincide with the soreness level.

After eccentric elbow flexor exercise, swelling begins at about 72 h

postexercise, peaking by 96 h, subside by day 10 whereas soreness begins to

20
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increase 24 h after exercise and peaked after 72 h and subsides by day eight

(Cleak & Eston, 1992).

. Tieatment and Prevention

Researchers have investigated many treatrhent and prevention strategies

to manage and prevent DOMS, which can be broadly divided into three

categories: pharmacological, therapeutic, and nutritional interventions (Connolly

et al., 2003).

1 . fherapeutic Mariaqe.ment

.Standard physical therapy treatments for DOMS are cryotherapy,

ultrasound, electrical stimulation, stretching, massage, compression, and'

exercise. Other alternative treatment techniques include hyperbaric oxygen

therapy, homeopathy and electromagnetic shielding (Cheung et al., 2003).

Despite a large volume of work in this area,there is little agreement among

practitioners as to the most efficient treatment to manage DOMS.

Commonly used methods to alleviate DOMS are passive stretching and

massage. lnitially, it was thought that static stretching pre and postexercise!

would decrease DOMS, as it relieves muscle spasm and helps disperse edeina :

(Wessel & Wan, 1999). A meta-analysis of five studies (72 subjects) showed that

stretching minimally reduced soreness 72h after exercising (Herbert & Gabriel,

2002). One study concluded that'stretching pre and postexercise does not

" provide protection from muscle soreness and preexercise stretching does reduce

the risk of muscle injury (Herbert & Gabriel, 2002).

A number of researchers have assessed the effects of massage on DOMS

and indirect markers of muscle damage. As with stretching, the effect of

massage on DOMS is also inconclusive (Tidus, 1997). Theoretically, massage

rbduces symptoms associated with DOMS by altering inflammation, circulation,
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endorphin release, and mood state (Bale & James 1991; Farr et al., 2002i

Hilbert, Sforzo, & Swensen, 2003; Smith et al., 1994; Tidus & Shoemaker, 1995).

Hilbert et al. (2003) found that 30 min of massage two hours after

eccentiic hamstring exercise reduced soreness as assessed by DDS and

improved mood state. There was no effect, however, on muscle function and

neutrophil count. They concluded that massage has psychological rather than

physiological effects, a conclusion supported by the work of Tidus et al. (1995).

Lightfoot et al. (1997) also found that massage did not alter physiological

variables after DOMS, such as leg volume and plasma CK levels; they also found

massage did not alter analog soreness ratings. Similarly, Weber et al. (1994)

studied the effect of massage, upper body ergometeU and micro current

electrical stimulation on DOMS and found that there was no change in maximal

voluntary isometric contraction and muscle analog Soieness ratings among the

three modalities

ln contrast to the aforementioned studies that show massage has no

physiological effects on DOIVIS, Rodenburg et al. (1994) found that pretreatment

stretching and ergometery and'post-treatment massage improved isotonic force

and elbow flexion and lowered CK activity after DOMS. They also found

massage did not alter analog soreness ratings, elbow extension, and circulating

myoglobin levels. Since the researchers used three different modalities as a

treatment, it is difficult to differentiate the relative contribution of each to the

reported significant findings. Other studies looking at the effect of massage on

DOMS also show it reduces CK levels (Smith et al., 1994). This study, however, '

found that massage reduced analog soreness ratings, a finding supported by the

work of Farr et al. (2002).
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As the aforementioned discussion illustrateS, the effects of massage on

DOMS is equivocal. Perhaps, as suggested by Hilbert et al. (2d04), massage

may have more psychological rather than physiological effects.

Cryotherapy is also used to alleviate symptoms associated with DOMS. A

decrease in tissue temperature following cryotherapy causes vasocbnstriction,

which reduces swelling and inflammation, thereby decreasing symptoms

associated with DOMS. Data from studies that examine the effect of cryotherapy

on DOMS are also inconsistent. For example, cryotherapy did not reduce muscle

soreness, or improve isometric and isokinetic torque, after 60 maximal eccentric
:

contractions of elbow flexors (Paddon-Jones, & Quigely, 1997). ln contrast, 15

min of cold water immersion reduced stiffness and plasma CK level following

eccentric elbow flexors exercise (Eston & Peters, 1999).

Another purported palliative for DOMS is continuous compression, which

is a low cost intervention for patients suffering from DOMS. Pneumatic

compression sleeves prevent joint motion, decrease perception of soreness, and

enhance recovery of muscle function (Kraemer et al., 2001).lntermittent

pneumatic compression for 20 min immediately after eccentric elbow exercise

an!y'aily for five consecutive days reduces swelling and soreness (Kraemer et

al., 2001). Further research is required to confirm effectiveness of compression in

reducing symptoms associated with DOMS.
{-

Electrotherapeutic modalities used to alleviate symptoms associated with

DOMS are ultrasound and electrical stimulation. Ultrasound promotes tissue

healing by increasing blood flow and temperature but its effectiveness to manage

DOMS is uncertain. Hasson, Mundrof, Barnes, \Mlliam, and Fuji, (1989) found

ultrasound reduced the symptoms of DOMS when given 24 h postexercise. \Mile

Ciccone, Leggin, and Callamaro (1991) found ultrasound exacerbated symptoms

foilowing eccentric exercise of elbow flexors. The effect of micro-current, high volt
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pulsed galvanic (HVPG) electrical stimulation and trans-cutaneous electiical-

nerve stimulation (TENS) on DOMS is not well studied and no study to date has

shown these techniques alleviate DOMS (Schmitz, Martin, Perrin, lranmanesh, & '

Roqol, 1997;Weber et al., 1994)

Exercise may be one of most effective means to alleviate DOMS and

associated symptoms (Armstrong, 1984). Exercise increases blood flow and

endorphin levels, while breaking adhesions in sore muscles and accelerating

removal of toxic waste products from the active musculature. However, studies

that have examined the effects of exercise on DOMS are inconclusive. One study,

showed that upper arm ergometery performed for 8 min immediately following

eccentric elbow extensors exercises did not significantly reduce DOMS (Weber

et al., 1994). ln contrast, another study showed that high velocity concentric

isokinetic exercise performed after stepping exercise decreases DOMS (Hasson

et al., 1989). The difference in findings between these studies was attributed to

differences in exercise protocols. Therefore, studies using similar exercise'

protocol are warranted to determine the effect of exercise in managing DOMS.

Although there is some evidence that DOMS can be alleviated with ice

compression, stretching, massage and other modalities, an efficient treatment

strategy has not been established. Treatments suggested so tar are inconclusive

and the reliability of the data is questionable, which may lead to reliance on

unreliable evidence or ineffective treatment (Cheung et al., 2OO3).

2. Pharmacolooical Manaoement

One of the main treatments advocated to alleviate signs and symptorls of

DOMS is non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Despite a strong

theoretical basis for efficacy, the majority of studies showed that NSAIDS do not

reduce DOMS (Connolly et al., 2003). lbuprofen and flurbiprofen, for example do

not reduce signs and symptoms of DOMS (Donnelly, McCormick,Maughan,
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\Miting, & Clarkson, 1988). ln contrast, naproxen and diclofenac may act

p-rophylactically as well as therapeutically. O'Gardy et al. (2000) showed that a

prophylactic dose of diclofenac (150m9) reduces soreness, swelling, and

stiffness after eccentric box stepping exercise in 27 subjects. Similarly, daily

administration of 1,000 mg of naproxen for seven days resulted in reduced

soreness three days after exercise and enhanced recovery of quadriceps

strength relative to placebo group (Lecomte, Lacroix & Montgomery, 1998). The

inconsistency in results among the studies might be a consequence of the

different eccentric exercise protocols, types of NSAIDs, and the subjective nature

of pain perception by the subjects (Connelly et al., 2003).

3. Nutritional Supplements

Nutritional supplements are a popular means with which to combat

DOMS, as they generally have no side-effects. The most commonly used

nutritional supplements are antioxidants. Free radicals proliferate as a result of

exercise-induced muscle damage; a consequence of neutrophil activation and

phagocytosis (Pyne, 1994). Hence, supplements that reduce formation of free

radicals prior to exercise may act as a preventive measure for reducing DOMS.

Two such supplements, vitamin C and E are widely used and Cannon et al.

(1989) reported that vitamin E supplementation (400 lU'd-') decreased CK level

and accelerate DOMS recovery. ln contrast, Jakeman and Maxell (1993) l

reported that 400 mg d-l of vitamin E tor 21days before an eccentric exercise

bout did not affect DOMS. Given the various methodologies used in studies that

have examined the effects of nutritional supplements on DOMS, it is difficult to

reconcile data from them.

ln summary, multiple treatments have been purported to alleviate

symptoms associated with eccentrically-induced muscte damage. The efflcacy of

I
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the tieatments examined is inconsistent. Further research is warranted in each of

. 
the aforementioned areas so that potentially reliable treatments can be identified.

Summarv

.. Unaccustomed exercise, especially eccentric exercise, induces muscle

damage and soreness. Signs and symptoms associated with DOMS include

swelling, pain, and tenderness as well.as reduced'muscle force and joint ROM.

The mechanism for DOMS is not fully resolved, although a consensus

among researchers is forming. An integrated scheme suggests that high

intensity eccentric exercise initiates an acute inflammatory response, coupled

with various cellular and sub-cellular events that lead to myofilament damage

which'together give rise to symptoms associated with DOMS. Future studies are

necessary to validate the biochemical and cellular events that initiates DOMS.

Even though the exact mechanism for DOMS is not known, it is clear that

two reliable markers are reduced muscle force and joint ROM (Warren et al.,

1999). Other markers such as serum muscle proteins and soreness are less

reliable and moreover, their time course is not well correlated to changes in

- 
muscle function.

Many treatments strategies are purported to manage and prevent DOMS,

but results are highly inconsistent. To identify a reliable and consistent treatment

strategy, it may be essential to understand the mechanism of injury. lt is also

possible that methodological issues compromise the interpretation of reseatch

on the treatment of DOMS. For example, researchers typically use a high

number of repetitions to induce DOMS. Perhaps the resulting muscle damage is

too severe for any palliative treatment to be consistently effective. Some

palliative treatments may effectively prevent or treat a mild or moderate case of



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

The present study aimed to induce muscle damage by giving tl'iree

differbnt regimes of eccentric triceps contractions. This chapter describes the

methods used to achieve that purpose. The sections included are subjects,

experimental design, procedures, measurements, and statistical analyses.

Subiects

Twenty-four untrained college-aged students were recruited for this study.

Previous research showed that this sample size is sufficient to elicit significant

differences in the dependent variables studied (Brown et al., 1997). Subjects

were excluded if they participated in any upper body resistance training in the

previous three months for more than twice a week regularly, had a previous arm

injury or surgery, or any disease that might affect muscle function. They were

also excluded from participation if using any pain medications. Subjects were

informed of all experimental procedures and the possible risks and benefits

associated with the project. Afterwards, they read and signed an informed

consent form (Appendix A) that was approved by the lthaca College Human

Subjects Research (HSR) Board.

Experimental Desiqn

The study was a repeated measure design with measures conducted

immediately before (baseline), and.24,48,72 and 96 h after the soreness-

inducing protocol. Subjects were randomly divided into three equal groups: The

following variables were measured: muscle soreness via DDS; arm

circumference; relaxed arm angle (RANG); elbow ROM (active flexion); peak

torque (PT); and serum CK Subjects were divided into 20-, 40-, and 60-repetition

groups. The triceps brachii muscle of non-dominant arm was used so that
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consequences of DOMS were less likely to impact the daily activity of

participants. On the first day of data collection, each subject undenruent baseline

measurements inctuding all of the above followed by the soreness-inducing

protocol.

Proceduies

1. Baseline Measurement

Prior to baseline measurement, all subjects completed informed consent,

health history and health habit (Apperidix B), and 24 hour history (Appendix C)

forms. All subjects were instructed to avoid upper body strength training while 
;

participating in study but could continue leg exercises (e.g., cycling, or running).

Baseline measurements of DDS, arm cirbumference, MNG, ROM, PT, and

serum CK were made just prior to the ,or"n"rr-inducing exercise protocol.

2. Sorengss-lnducinq Protocol

Subjects in the 20-repetition group performed one set of 20 eccentric

triceps contractions, while those in the 40-repetition group completed two sets of

20 repetitions, and those'in the 60-repetition group completed three sets of 20

repetitions of maximal eccentric triceps contractions. The protocol of 20,40, and

60 maximal eccentric contractions is derived from a compilation of the DOMS

literature (Lenn et al., 2002;.Paulsen et al., 2005). During exercise, subjects

started movement from full elbow extension and resisted the lever arm in the

direction of extension causing an eccentric triceps contraction. After each

contraction, the subject actively extended the arm for next contraction. There was

a two-minute rest between each set with no pause between contractions. After

the subjects completed the pre-determined number of contractions, postexercise

measurements were taken at24,48,72 and 96 h. Measurements were DDS,

serum CK, arm circumference (2, 6, and 9 cm), RANG, elbow ROM, and PT.
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Aftenruards, subjects yere given an instiuction sheet (Appendix D) that explained

how they should maintain their daily routine while participating in the rtrOy.

The dependent variables for the study were measured in following cirder:

1. DDS

Subjects completed the DDS to assess muscle soreness. The DDS is a

reliable and valid measure for assessing pain (Doctor et al., 1994). This

instrument applies psychophysical scaling to clinical pain assessment and

measures both the sensory and affective components of pain. \Mth the DDS;

subjects were asked to grade their clinical pain relative to 12 graded descriptors

of pain intensity (sensory dimension) and 12 graded descriptors of pain

unpleasantness (affdctive dimension) (Appendix E).

2. CK

. Following DDS administration, blood sampling was done. Blood was

drawn (3 ml) from the antecubital vein of the non-exercising arm by'a trained

phlebotomist. Blood was collected in a serum separator tube, allowed to sit for

20-60 min, and then centrifuged (lEC Centra-MP4R, Needham Heights, MA) at

3,500 rpm for 10 min. Serum was then pipetted in a microtainer tube and stored

in a refrigerator. At the end of each day, tubes were transferred for storage to a

freezer at -80'C. At end of data collection, all tubes were transported to an

outside laboratory (Human Metabolic Research Laboratory, Cornell University,

Ithaca, NY) for CK analysis using a Dimension Xpand Plus automated chemistry

analyzer (Siemens Medical Diagnostics Solutions, Newark, DE). According to the

manufacturer, in this method adenosine monophosphate, and [P1, Ps-di

(adenosine-S') pentophosphatb are added to inhibit adenylate kinase (AK),

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is added to suppress calcium inhibition

of CK; dithioerythritol (DTE) is added to activate CK; 2-N-(morpholino) ethane
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sUlfonic acid (MES) is used as the buffer, and the reagents were Simultaneously

optimized for maximum activity. Sample and reagent were mixed and values

were recorded. in U.L-r. Duplicates were run for the test to inspect for error.

3. Arm Circumference

Measurement of the non-dominant arm circumference was completed

using a standard anthropometric tape. Subjects were standing with the arm in

anatomicalzero position, relaxed and hanging loosely. Measurements were

, performe ri at2,6; and 9 cm with the medial humeral epicondyle as the reference

point. Three measurements were done at each point and averaged. Permanent

ink marks were made at each point to maintain consistency over trials.

4. RANG

RANG measurement was done with the subject in standing position and

arm by side, with the universal goniometer. The reference points for the

measurement of the angle include: the lateral humeral epicondyle, acromion

process, and midpoint on wrist. Three measurements were done and averaged

for recording. A permanent ink marker was used to maintain consistency over

trials.

5 Elbow ROM

Elbow ROM was measured with a standardized goniometer for active

flexion range. The active flexion ROM was determined as the difference between

the actively flexed and extended elbow joint angles. Subjects were tested in the

supine position to stabilize the shoulder and upper body. The fulcrum of

goniometer was kept at the lateral epicondyle of the humerus, while the

stationary arm was parallelto longitudinal axis of humerus and the movement

arm was parallel to the longitudinal axis of forearm. Measurement was done from

a fully extended position to a fully flexed position (Zainuddin et al., 2005).

Placement locations of fulcrum, stationary and movement arm were marked with
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O"rrrn"nt ink to maintain consistency throughout trials. Three measurements

wer6 taken and the mean value was used for analysis.

6. Peak Torque

To measure PT, subjects compteted eccentric elbow extension on a

Cybex isokinetic dynamometer (Computer Sports Medicine, lnc.

Humac@/NormrM, Model 770, Stoughton, MA). Prior to any Cybex test, the

mdchine was adjusted according to settings made during the baseline lab visit. ln

addition, every PT test was preceded by a standardized warm-up that included

five sub-maximal and two maximal eccentric triceps contractions at g0'.s-1. After

the warm-up, the subjects rested two minutes before completing three maximal

eccentric triceps contractions. The average of the three contractions,was

recorded as PT in NeMon-meters. A pilot study performed to test the reliability of

the PT protocol yielded a coefficient of variation of 4.3% (n=21).

' StatistiialAnalvses

A 3 x 5 (Condition x Time) repeated measures analysis of variance (RM

ANOVA) was done for each dependent variable: DDS (sensation and

unpleasantness), CK, arm circumference (2, 6, and 9 cm), RANG, ROM, a.nd PT.

The three conditions corresponded to the three groups, who completed 20, 40,

and 60 repetitions, respectively, while the five time periods corresponded to the

measurement points at0,24,48,72,and 96 h. \Mere indicated, significant

differences among groups were located with Bonferroni post-hoc analyses. To

further examine the research hypotheses, additional analyses included a one-

way ANOVA, which was used to compare groups at baseline to took for initial

group differences. lf no differences were found for a dependent variable at

baseline, data for that variable, for each group across all time periods excluding



baseline, were collapsed to assess overall group differences. The alpha levelfor

all tests, except for Bonferroni, was set at 0.05.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to manipulate the extent of DOMS. For this,

24 subjects were randomly divided in three groups. The groups performed 20,

40, or 60 maximal eccentric triceps contractions using a Cybex dynamometer.

The dependent variables measured at the baseline and 24,48,72, and 96 h'

post-soreness induction were arm circumference at2,6, and 9 cm, MNG, ROM,

PT, soreness, and CK. The Appendix G contains raw data for allthe variables.

This chapter inclUdes results analyzing all dependent variables and includes the

following subsections: Subject characteristics; Peak torque; Arm circumference

(2 cm); Arm circumference (6 cm); Arm circumference'(9 cm); RANG; ROM; DDS-

(sensation); DDS (unpleasantness); CK.; and Summary

Subiect Charicteristics

Age, height and weight were recorded on the first day of testing and are

reported in Table 1. The mean age for subjects across groups was similar as all

were recruited from a cohort of college students. No significant difference

betwedn groups was found with respect to height or weight.according to two-

tailed, two-sample, equal variance t-tests (p > 0.05).

Peak Torque

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identifiT differences in PT among the three groups. Mauchly's test of

sphericity was significant (p < O.O5) and thus Greenhouse-Geisser was used to

calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. No significant interaction [F @3,4s.2)

= 2.2, p > 0.051 was observed indicating that groups behaved similarly across

time for PT (Table,2)

33
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Table 1

Subiect Characteristics

Subject Age(years) Height(cm) Weight(kg)

Group A (n=8)

Group B (n=8)

Group C (n=8)

18.3 t 0.7

19.8 t 3.4

19.1 t 1.3

169.1 t 10.8

169.3 t 6.8

160.5 t 10.8

72.2 t 10.1

71.1 !8.4

64.5 ! 17.1

Note: Groups differ by repetition number with A=20, B=40, and C=60; Values are
mean t sD.
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Table 2

Peak Torque: ANOVA Summarv Table

Source SS df MS F p

Time 5800.1 2.2 2692.2 28.5 0.000.

Error (time) 4278.6 45.2 94.6

' Group 10580. 1 2.0 5290.0 3.5 "0.049*

Error (group) 31919.9 21 .0 5290.1

Group x Time 899.6 4.3 208.8 2.2 0.079

Note: * denotes significance (p < 0.05)
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There was, however, a significant time main effect found for PT [F e.2,4s.2)

= 28.46, p < 0.051. Pairwise.comparisons were done with Bonferroni adjustment

to compare means among time points. The comparison revealed a significant

decrease in torque after baseline (p < 0.05) at atl four subsequent times.

Examining Figure 1 it can be seen that reduction in torque is maximum at 48 h

(37.5 t 19.6 Nm) when compared with baseline (56.3 t 17 .9 Nm). The torque

was significantly (p < 0.95) lesser than baseline (56.3 t 17.9 Nm) at 72 and 96 h

(39.25 t 21.4 and 41 .7 t 24.5 Nm, respectively). These data showed that the

recovery of PT after muscle damage induced by eccentric exeicise took longer

than 96 hours.

There was also a significant group main effect found for PT lF p.o,zt.o1=

3.48, p < O.O5] using a 3 x 5 RMANOVA. This indicates that the reduction in PT

was not similar among the groups. A post-hoc t-test with Bonferroni adjustments

was done to identify the difference arnong the groups. The analyses revealed a

signfficant difference only between the 20- and 60-repetition groups (p < O.O5)

(Figure 1). The 20-repetition group had more strength (54.2 t24.4 Nm) than 60-

repetition group (31.2 t 14.88 Nm) suggesting that subjects who did greater

r:epetitions had a,greater loss in strength. To examine this research hypothesis

more thoroughly, it was deemed necessary to:further inspect group differences

by eliminating the averaging effect of baseline on group data. A one-way ANOVA

examining group differdnces for PT at baseline yielded non-significant results [F

(2.0,21.0)= 0.75, p > 0.051. Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for group

differences was then done after collapsing the four postexercise time points

excluding the baseline. ANOVA results were significant between groups lF p.o,

e3 o) = 17.07, p < 0.051 demonstrating a significant difference in PT for at least

one of the between-group analysis. Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni adjustment
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Figure 1. Mean peak torque for each group at all times: * Denotes that torque
was significantly different (p < 0.05) from baseline at each time point: + Denotes
that torque is significantly different (p < 0.05) between 20- and 60-repetition
groups.
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. were significant (p < 0.05) and figure 2 shows that the 20-repetition group

produced greater PT than both the 40-repetition and 60-repetition groups.

Similarly, the 40-repetition group produced greater PT than 60-repetition group.

According$, it appears that as the number of maximal eccentric contractions

increases it causes greater muscle damage and subsequent strength loss.

Examining PT across the four days post-soreness induction, the 2O-repetition

group produced about 25.g%greater PT than 40-repetition group and 49.8 %

greater PT than 60-repetition group. Therefore, eccentrically-induced muscle

' damage as measured by PT can be differentiated into three discrete levels

depending on the number of eccentric contractions performed.

Afm Circumference (2 cm)

A 3'x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in arm circumference (2 cm) among the three groups.

Mauchly's test of sphericity was significant (p < 0.05) and thus Greenhouse-

Geisser was used to calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. No significant

interaction lF s.t,a2.B) = 1.73, p > O.O5l was observed indicating that gioups

behaved similarly across time for arm circumference (2 cm) (Table 3).

There was, however, a significant time main effect found for arm

circumference (2 cm) [F e:0,42.8)=22.89, p < 0.05]. Pairwise comparisons were

done with Bonferroni adjustments to compare means among time points. The

comparisons revealed a significant (p < 0.05) increase in arm circumference (2

cm) compared to baseline at allfour subsequent times. Examining Figure 3 it can

be seen that the increase in arm circumference (2 cm) is greatest (26.5 t2.4 cm)

at 48 h (p < O.O5) when compared with baseline (25.8 l_2.3 cm). The arm

circumference (2 cm) was also significantly (p. 0.05) greater than baseline (25.8

t2.3 cm) at 72 and 96 h (26.4 t2.4 and 26.3 t2.3 cm, respectively). These data
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Figure 2. Peak torque after collapsing all time intervals excluding baseline
measurement for each group: + Denotes significant difference (p < 0.05) for
torque between 20 and 40 repetitions group: * Denotes significant difference (p <
0.05) for torque between 20 and 60 repetitions group: and A Denotes significant
difference ( p < 0.05) for torque between 40 and 60 repetitions group.
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Table 3

Arm Circumference i2 cm): ANOVA Summarv Table

Source SS df MS F p

Time 6.5 2:1 3.2 22.9 0.000*

Error (time) 5.9 42.8 0.1

Group 49.4 2.0 24.7 0.9 0.430

Error (group) 590.2 21.0 28.1

Group x Time 0.9 4.1 0.2 1.7 0.160

Note: * denotes.significance (p < 0.05)
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Figure 3. Mean arm circumference (2 cm) for each group at all times: * Denotes
that arm circumference was significantly different (p < 0.05) from baseline at
each time point.
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show that edema persists for more than 96 h, irrespective of the how many

maximal eccentric contractions were performed

There was no significant group main effect found for arm circumference (2

cm) [F value e.o,z1.o) = 0.88, p > 0.05]. This leads to a conclusion that arm

circumference (2 cm) was similar for the groups throughout the study. However,

to examine this r€search hypothesis more thoroughly, it was deemed necessary

to further inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect of

baseline on group data. A one-way ANOVA examining group differences for arm

circumference (2 cm) at baseline yielded non-significant results [F 1z o, zt.oy = 1.42,

p > 0.051. Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for. group differences was

. then done after collapsing the four postexercise time points excluding baseline.

ANOVA results were significant lF p.o,e3.o) = 3.34, p < 0.051 demonstrating a

significant difference in arm bircumference (2 cm) for at least one between-group

analysis. Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni adjustment were significant (p < 0.05)

and figure 4 shows that the 60-repetiton group had greater swelling than 20

repetition group. Accordingly, it appears that 60 maximal eccentric contraction

cau'ses greater increase in arm circumference and therefore swelling. Examining

arm circumference across the four days post-soreness induction period 20-

repetiton group had 5.36% less swelling than 60-repetition group. Therefore,

eccentrically produced muscle damage as measured by arm circumference (2

cm) can be differentiated into two discrete levels tor 20- arid 60-repetition groups;

however, 40-repetition did not yield significantly discrete results compared to 20-

or 60-repetitions.

Arm Circumfgrence (6 cm)

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in arm circumference (6 cm) among the three groups.

Mauchly's test of sphericity was significant (p < O.05) and thus Greenhouse-
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Figure 4. Arm circumference (2 cm) after collapsing all time intervals excluding
baseline measurement for each group: * Denotes significant difference (p < 0.05)
for arm circumference (2 cm) between 20- and 60-repetition group.
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Geisser was used to calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. No significant

interaction lF p.t,3s.3; = 1.09, p > 0.05] was observed indicating that groups

behaved similarly across time for arm circumference (6 cm) (Table 4).

There was, however, a significant time main effect found for arm

ciicumference (6 cm) [F (1.7.3s.3) = 23.19, p < 0.05]. Pairwise comparisons were

done with Bonferroni adjustment to compare means among time points. The

comparisons revealed a significant increase in ar'rn circumference (6 cm)

compared to baseline (p < 0.05) at all four subsequent times. Examining Figure 5

it can be seen that the increase in arm circumference (6 cm) is greatest (28.3 t
2.7 cm) at 48h (p . 0.05) when compared with baseline (27.7 1=2.8 cm). The arm

circumference (6 cm) was also significantly (p < 0.05) greater than baseline (27.7

t 2.8 cm) at 72 and 96 h (28.2 t 2.8 and 28.2 ! 2.7 cm, respectively). These data

show that edema persists for more than 96 h, irrespective of the how many

maximal eccentric contractions were performed

There was no significant group main effect found for arm circumference (6

cm) [F value e.0,21.0) = 0.53, p > 0.05]. This leads to a conclusion that arm

circumference (6 cm) was similar for the groups thi'oughout the study. To -

examine research hypothesis more thoroughly, it was deemed necessary to

further inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect of baseline

on group data. A one-way ANOVA examining group differences for arm

circumference (6 cm) at baseline yielded a non-significant results lF e.o,zt.ot

=0.72, p > 0.051. Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for group

differences was then done after collapsing the four postexercise time points

excluding baseline. ANOVA results were not significant between group [F tz.o, ss.ol

=2.13, p > 0.05). Accordingly, it appears that groups had similar swelling and

number of contractions did not impact the amount of arm swelling when

measured at 6 cm.

.1
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Table 4

Arm Circurnference (6 cm): ANOVA Summary Table

Source SS df MS F p

Time 5.5 1.7 3.3 23.2 0.000"

Error (time) 5.1 35.3 0.1

Group 43.0 2.0 21.5 0.5 0.597

Error (group) 852.6 21.0 28.1

., Group x Time 0.5 3.4 0.2 1.1 0.368
I

I

Note: " denotes significance (p < 0.05)
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Figure 5. Mean arm circumference (6 cm) for each group at all times: * Denotes
that arm circumference (6 cm) was significantly different (p < 0.05) from baseline
at each time point.
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Arm Circumference (9 cm)

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in arm circumference (9 cm) among the three groups.

Mauchly's test of sphericity was significant (p < O.05) and thus for this variable

Greenhouse-Geisser was used to calculate the Group x Time interaction effect.

No silnificant interaction [F 1o o, aa +y = 1.47 , 
p > 0.05] was observed indicating that

groups behaved similarly across time for arm circumference (9 cm) (Table 5).

. There was, however, a significant time-main effect found for arm

circumference (9 cm) [F (2.s,4s.4) = 11.15, p < 0.05]. Painruise comparisons were

done with Bonferroni adjustment to compare means among time points. The

comparison revealed a significant increase in arm circumference (9 cm) after

baseline value (p < 0.05) for all four subsequent time measures. Examining

Figure 6 it can be seen that the arm circumference (9 cm) is greatest (29.6 t2.9

cm) at a8 h (p < 0.05) when compared with baseline (29.1 t 3.0 cm). The arm

circumference was also significantly (p < 0.05) greater than baseline (29.1 t 3.0

cm) at 72 and 96 h (29.5 t 3.0 cm and 29.4 t 2.9 cm, respectively). These data

showed that edema persists for more than 96 h, irrespective of the how many

maximal eccentric contractions were performed.

There was no significant group-main effect found for arm circumference (9

cm) [F value e.0,21.0) = 0.5, p > 0.05]. This leads to a conclusion that arm

circumference (9 cm) was similar for the groups throughout the study. To further

examine this research hypothesis more thoroughly, it was deemed necessary to

further inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect of baseline

on group data. A one-way ANOVA examining group differences for arm

circumference (9 cm) at baseline yielded a non.significant results lF 12.'o,zr.o1= 0.6,

p > 0.051. Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for group differences was

then done after collapsing the four post-exercise time points excluding baseline.
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Table 5

Source SS df

Time

Error (time)

Group

Error (group)

Group x Time

3.8 2.3 1.7

7.2 48.4 0.2

41.9 2.0 20.9

985.7 21.0 46.9

1.0 4.6 0.2

11.2 0.004.

0.646

0.200

0.5

1.5

Note: * denotes significance (p.0.05)
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Figure 6. Mean arm circumference (9 cm) for each group at all times: * Denotes
that arm circumference is significantly different (p < 0.05) from baseline at each
time point.
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ANOVA results were not significant for group lF p.o,ss.oy =1 .77, p >-0.051.

Accordingly, it appears that groups had similar swelling and number of-

contractions does not impact the amount of arm swelting when measured at g

cm.

Relaxed Arm Anqle (RANG)

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences RANG among three groups. Mauchly's test of

sphericity was significant (p < O.O5) and thus Greenhouse-Geisser was used to

calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. A significant interaction [F (s.2,e4.7)

= 4.16, p < 0.051 was observed indicating that groups behaved differently across
,

time for RANG (Table 6). A univariate ANOVA was done to identify group

diffbrences at each time point. No significant differences were found between

groups for any of the time points (p > 0.05). Perhaps the statistical power was not

large enough, or variabitity in data was too great to locate any significant

differences.

There was also a significant time main effect found for RANG

lF p.a,s4.7) =20.8, p < 0.051. Pairwise comparisons were done with Bonierroni

adjustment to compare group means among time points. The comparisons

revealed a significant increase in RANG compared to baseline (p < 0.05) at all

four subsequent times. Examining Figure 7 it can be seen that the RANG was

greatest (24.9 t 4.6 degrees) at 48 h (p < 0.05) when compared with baseline

(22.7 t 4.6 degrees). The RANG was also significantly (p < 0.05) greater than

baseline (22.7 t 4.6 degrees) at72 and 96 h (24.2 t 4.9 and 23.9 + 5.1 degrees,

respectively). These data show showed that stiffness and swelling associated

with eccentric exercise persists and complete recovery takes longer than 96 h.
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Table 6 
,

RANG: ANOVA Summarv Table

Source SS df MS F p

Time 70 5 2.5 27.5 22.0 0.000.

Error (time) 70.2 54.7 1.3

Group 217.6 2.0 108.8 0.9 0.405

Error (group) 2421.1 21.0 1 15.3

+ Group x Time 27.g 5.2 5.3 4.2 O.OO2*

Note: " denotes significance (p < 0.05)
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Figure 7. Mean RANG for each group at all times: * Denotes that RANG is
significantly different (p < 0.05) from baseline at each time point,



There was no significant group main effect found for RANG [F value 12.0,

2,r.01= 0.94, p > 0.05]. This indicates that increase in RANG was similar between

groups. To examine this research hypothesis more thoroughly, it was deemed

necessary to further inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect

of baseline on group data.. A one'way ANOVA examining group differences for

RANG at baseline yielded non-significant results [F 1z o, zt.o) = 0.45, p > O.O5].

Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for group differences were then done

after collapsing all the four postexercise time points excluding baseline. ANOVA

results were significant for group lF p.o,e3.o; = 4.7, p < 0.05] demonstrating that

there was a significant difference in RANG for at least one between-grdup

analysis. Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments were significant (p < 0.05)

and figure I shows that the 20-repetition group had a smaller increase in RANG

than the 40- and 6O-repetitions group. Accordingly, it appears that as the number

of maximal eccentric contraction increases, so does muscle stiffness and

therefore RANG. The change in RANG across'four day post-soreness induction

for the 20 repetition group was approximately 12o/o tower than the changes in the

40- and 60-repetition groups. Therefore, eccentrically-induced muscle damage

can be differentiated into two discrete levels based on the manipulations used in'

this study

Elbow Ranqe of Motion (ROM)

A 3 x 5 (Group x time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in ROM between the three groups. Mauchly's test of

sphericity was significant (p < 0.05) and thus Greenhouse-Geisser was used to

calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. No significant interaction [F 1+ o, +z.zy

= 1.2, p > 0.051 was observed indicating that groups behaved similar across time

for ROM (Table 7).
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Table 7

" ROM: ANOVA'Summarv Table

Source SS df MS F p

Time 536.8 2.0 267.1 14.3 0.000*

Error (time) 789.8 42.2 18.7

Group 527.6 2.0 263.8 0.9 0.430

Error (group) 6294.5 21.0 299.7

Group x Time 90.6 4.1 22.5 1.2 0.323

Note: * denotes significance (p < 0.05)
b
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There was, however, a significant time main effect found for ROM .lF p.o,

n2.21= 14.3, p < O.O5]. Painrrise comparisons were done with Bonferroni

adjustment to compare means among time points. The comparison revealed a

significant decrease in ROM compared to baseline (p < 0.05) for all foui

subsequent time measures. Examining Figure g. it can be seen that the reduction

in ROM was greatest (136.3 t 9.5 degrees) at 48 h (p < 0.05) when compared

with baseline (142.5 t 8.0 degrees). The ROM was also signiflcantly (p < O.O5)

lesser than baseline (142.5 t 8.0 degrees) al72 and 96 h (138.4 tT .zand 139.4

t 6.5 degrees, respectively). These results showed that stiffness associate with

eccentric exercise persists and complete recovery takes longer than 96 h.

There was no significant group main effect found for ROM lF p.o,2,r.01=

0.88, p > O.O5l. This indicates that reduction in ROM was similar for the groups

throughout the study. To examine this research hypothesis more thoroughly, it

was deemed necessary to further inspect group differences by eliminating the

averaging effect of baseline on group data. A one-way ANOVA examining group-

differences for ROM at baseline yielded non-signifi'cant resutts [F 12.0, zr.oy = 0.11,

p > 0.051. Follow-up analysis using univariate ANOVA for group differences was

then done after collapsing all time points except basetine. The ANOVA results

were significant between groups lF p.o,e3.o; = 4.5, p < O.O5l demonstrating that

there was a significant difference in ROM for atleast one between-group analysis.

A post-hoc t-test with Bonferroni adjustment was significant (p < O.O5) and figure

10 shows that 60-repetiton group had a larger reduction in ROM than 20

repetition group. Accordingly, it appears that as the number of maximal eccentiic

contraction increases, so does muscle stiffness, which leads to greater reduction

in ROM. Examining ROM across the four day post-soreness induction period,

ROM was 4.18 o/o high in the 20-repetition group than 60-repetition group.
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Therefore, eccentrically produced muscle damage as measured by ROM can be

divided into only two discrete levels as based on the manipulations in this study.

DDS (Sensation)

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in DDS sensation among the three groups. Mauchly's

test of sphericity was significant (p < 0.05) and thus Greenhouse-Geisser was

used to calculate the Group x Time interaction effects. No significant interaction

lF 6.2,5s.5; = 0.59, p > 0.051 was observed indicating that groups behaved similar

across time for DDS (sensation) (Table 8).

There was, however, a significant time main effectfound for sensation [F

(2.8,ss.s) = 33.3, p < 0.05]. Pairwise comparisons were done with Bonferroni

adjustment to compare means between time points. The comparisons revealed a

significant increase in sensation compared to baseline value (p < 0.05) for all four

subsequent time measures. Examining Figure 11 it can be seen that the

difference t SE (5.6 t 0.66) in sensation was greatest (5.6 t 3.2) at48 h (p <

0.05) when compared with baseline (0.0 t 0.0). The sensation was significantly

(p < 0.05) greater then baseline at 72 and 96 h (4.1 t 3.0 and 2.9 !2.7,

'respectively). These data showed that pain persists longer than 96 h after

eccentric exercise.

There was no significant group main effect found for sensation [F p.o,zt.o1=

0.47, p > 0.05]. This indicates that sensation was similar for the groups

throughout the study. To further examine this research hypothesis more

thoroughly, it was deemed necessary to further inspect group differences by

eliminating ihe averaging effect of baseline on group data. All the subjects had

no pain sensation prior to exercise session; hence groups were same at the

baseline. A univariate ANOVA for group differences were then done after

I



Table 8

DDS (Sensation): ANOVA Summarv Table

SS df MS F

Time

Error (time)

Group

Error (group)

Group x Time

449.1 2.8

282.5 59.5

20.6 2.0

462.4 21:0

15.9 5.6

158.5

4.7

10.3

22.1

2.8

0.5

33.4 0.000*

0.632

0.6 0.726

Note: * denotes significance (p < 0.05)
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collapsing the four postexercise time points excluding baseline. The ANOVA

results were not significant between groups lF 1z.o,s3.o) = 1.2, p > 0.05]. Thus, the

nurhber of muscle contractions did not affect the sensation of muscle soreness.

DDS (Unpleasantneqs\

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in DDS (unpleasantness) among the three groups:

Mauchlyls test of sphericity was significant (p < O.O5) and thus for this variable

Greenhouse-Geisser was used to calculate Group x Time interaction effect. No

significant interaction [F 1+.0, +a.6; = 1.3, p > O.O5] was observed indicating that

groups behaved similar across time for DDS (unpleasantness) (Table 9).

There was, however, a significant time'main effect found for

unpleasantness IF p.t,a6.6; = 9,6, p < O.O5]. Painarise comparisons were done to

compare means between time points. The comparison revealed a significant

increase in unpleasantness after baseline (p < O.05) at all four subsequent time

measures. Examining Figure'12 it can be seen that the unpleasantness was

greatest (3.5 t 4.3) at 48 h (p < 0.05) when compared with baseline (0.0 t O.O).

The unpleasantness was significantly (p < 0.05) greater (2.5 ! 3.3) at 72 h, but

not at 96 h (1 .7 t3.2) when compared with baseline. This data showed that the

unpleasantness associated with eccentric exercise resolved in 72 hours.

There was no significant group main effect found for unpleasantness [F

(2.0,21.0) = 2.4, p > 0.051. This indicates that sensation was similar for the groups

throughout the study. To further examine the research hypothesis, it was dbemed

necessary to further inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect

of baseline.on group data. All the subject's naO no unpleasantness prior to the

soreness-induction exercise session; hence groups were the same at the

baseline. A univariate ANOVA for group differences were done after collapsing

the four postexercise time points excluding baseline. ANOVA results were



Table 9

(

DDS (Unpleasanthess): ANOVA Summarv Table

Source SS MS F

Time . 175.4 2.3

Error (time) 282.5 59.5

Group 148.5 2.0

Error (group) 462.4 21.0

Group x Time 48.5 4.6

9.6 0.000.

2.4 0.117

1.3 0.270

75.8

4.7

74.3

22.1

10.5

Note: * denotes significance (p < 0.05)
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significant between groups lF p.o,s3.o; = 7 .9, p < 0.05] demonstrating that there

was a significant difference in ROM for atleast one between-group analysis.

Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni adjustment were significant (p < 0.05) and Figure

13 shows that 60-repetitons produced greater unpleasantness than seen in the

20-repetition group. Accordingly, it appears that as the number, of maximal

eccentric contraction increases it causes greater unpleasantne'ss and mood

change. Examining unpleasantness across the four days post-soreness

induction, the unpleasantness was 75 % lower in the 20 repetition group than the

60- repetition group. Therefore, eccentrically produced muscle damage.as

measured by DDS (unpleasantness) can be divided into only two discr'ete levels

based on the manipulations used in this study.

Creatine Kinase

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA with repeated measures on time was

done to identify differences in CK between the three groups. Mauchly's test of

sphericity was significant (p < O.05) and thus for this variable Greenhouse-

Geisser was used to calculate the Group x Time interaction effect. No'significant

interaction lF p.s,zs.a1=1.5, p , O.OS] was observed indicating that groups

behaved similar across time for CK (Table 10).

There was no significant time main effect found for CK [F 1r s,2s.61 = 2.97, p

> 0.05]. Examining Figure 14 it can be seen that no significant difference in CK

was found across time. This lack of significance despite of upward trend might be

explained by large standard deviation seen in CK at'each point.

There was no significant group main effect found for CK lF e.o,zt.ol = 1.38,

p >0.051. This indicates that CK is similar between groups throughout the study.
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Figure 13. DDS (unpleasantness) after collapsing all time intervals excluding
baseline measurement for each group: * Denotes significant difference (p < 0.05)
for DDS (unpleasantness) between 20- and 60-repetition groups.
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Table 10

CK: ANOVA Summarv Table

67

MSSource SS

Time 53691586.6

3.6

1.0

7.2

1.3

25.6

2.0

20.0

2.5

1.4

1.5

0.088

0.274

0.234

41938288.2

14076612.9

50038462.7

36159417.2

21497476.4

2.9

Error (time)

Group

Error (group)

; Group x Time 55044383.9

Note: no significant difference (p > 0.05)

F
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Td examine this research hypothesis more thoroughly; it was deemed necessary

to fiirther inspect group differences by eliminating the averaging effect of

baseline on group data. A one-way ANOVA examining group differences for Ck

at baseline yielded a non-significant results lF p.0,21.01= 0.12, p > 0.05]. Follow-up

analysis using univariate ANOVA for group differences was then done after

collapsing the four postexercise time points excluding baseline. ANOVA results

were significant between groups lF 1z.o,s3.o; = 5.06, (p < 0,05) demonstrating that

there was a significant difference in CK for atleast one between-group analyses.

Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni adjustments were significant (p < 0.05) and

Figure 15 shows that 60-repetiton group had a greater increase in CK than 20-

repetition and 40-repetition groups. However, there were no significant (p > O.O5)

differences between 20- and 40-repetitions group. Accordingly, it appears that a

great number of maximal eccentric contractions causes muscle damage and

therefore significantly greater CK levels. Examining CK across the four day post-

soreness induction period, it is seen that the CK tevels were 91% and 77o/o

higher in the 60-repetition group compared to 20- and 40-repetition groups,

respectively. Therefore, eccentrically produced muscle damage as measured by

CK can be divided into two discrete levets as based on the manipulations used in

this study.

Summary

We studied the effect of three different volumes of eccentric exercises on

physical measures as well as soreness-rating and CK levels. The variables,

showed varying sensitive to three exercise protocols. PT is most sensitive

as all three groups were significantly different following the soreness-inducing

protocol. All other physical measures were not sensitive enough to allow for three

discrete level of soreness to be deteited. We did not find any group difference in
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sensation ratings, while there was difference in unplea'santness between 20- and

60-repetiton groups. A significant time-main effect was found for all the variables 
"

but Ci(. The change in most variables peaks at 48h and begin to reduce

thereafter. Variability in CK can be attributed to large standard deviations in each

group. There was not any significant time-main effect observed, however CK was

most pronounced in 60-repetiton group and kept on increasing until 96 h. Hence,

it can be concluded that some variables are more sensitive to eccentric exercise

volume than others and DOMS can be differentiated ihto discrete levels using

certain variables with PT apparently being the most useful.



Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

Damage to skeletal muscle after novel eccentric exercise is well

documented (Armstrong, 1984). Muscle fatigue, chronic force loss, pain,

swelling, and leakage of muscle-specific enzyme (e.9. CK) are common following

unaccustomed eccentric exercise. The purpose of the present study was to

attempt to manipulate the extent of DOMS by varying the exercise volume (i.e.

number of eccentric contractions). The dependent variables measured were each

significantly changed after the soreness-inducing protocol. Moreover, varying the

number of eccentric contractions did noi affect all variables equally. This chapter

discusses these results in following subsections; 1) Varying repetition number

and physical measures; 2) Varying'repetition number and soreness rating; 3)

Varying reiletition number and CK; 4) Time course of soreness-induction; 5)

Practical implications; and 6) Summary.

Varvino Repetition Nqmber and Phvsical Measures

Th'e primary aim of this study was to see if one could separate physical

measures that describe DOMS into three discrete levels depending on the

number of eccentric repetitions performed by the subjects. PT was a primary

variable of interest as soreness-induced rhuscle damage is directly correlated

with the loss in muscle strength (Warren et al., 1999). I observed a significant

decrement (13.6%, 32.9o/o,'?t1d 47.3% with 20-, 40- and 60-repetitions,

respectively) when compared with baseline in the eccentric strength of the triceps

following the eccentric exercise protocol. This PT decrement following soreness-

induction corresponded wellwith previous literature on DOMS (Brown et al.,

1997; Cleak & Eston, 1992; Lenn et al., 2005; & Paddon-Jones et al., 1997).

72
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Most previous studies used one exercise intensity to cause and/or attempt

to manage DOMS (Lenn et al., 2}O1;Paddon-Jones et al., 1997; Zainuddin et al.,

2005). Brown et al. (1997), however, examined the effect of three intensities of

eccentric exercise and found that maximum voluntary contraction was most

affected after greater exercise effort. The present study agreed with Brown et al.

(1997) in that, as the amount of eccentric exercise increased, ,n" ,or" PT was

reduced. ln the four days after soreness induction, there was 47.3o/o toss after

60-repetitions, a 32.g% loss after 4O-repetitions and only a 13.6% loss in PT after

20-repetitons. Hence, tf,e decrement in PT was directly related to the amount of

novel ecceniric work performed in a near linear fashion.

Ihe 47 .3% decrement in strength following 6O-repititions in this study is

similar to the 46% reduction in maximum voluntary contraction following 50

maximal eccentric contractions of etbow fleiors measured by Prasartwuth et al.

(2005). Zainuddin et al. (2005) found a 600/o reduction in isometric strength

immediately after 60 maximal eccentric biceps contractions, which remained low

for the following 48 h. So the present average loss of 47.3o/o over four days in the

60-repetition group is consistent with previous results. Slight differences between

present result and the work of Zainuddin et al. may be attributed to using different

muscle group (i.e., triceps vs. biceps) and the type of contraction (i.e., ecceniric

vs. isometric) used to cause muscle injury. ln summary, the extent of muscle

damage and subsequent loss in PT is directly influenced by the magnitude of

eccentric exercise used to cause DOMS.

DOMS is also associated with significant increases in swelling, stiffness,

which increase RANG and decreised ROM (Armstrong, 1984). Following

eccentric exercise an inflammatory reaction in muscle causes the accumulation

of inflammatory substances and subsequent edema (Smith,'1990). A significant

iricrease in arm circumference was found across all eccentric-exercise groups.
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Swelling at 2 cm from the laterat epicondyte of the humerus was significantly

different between 20-and 60-repetition groups. This suggests that greater

eccentric effort (i.e., 60-repetition) leads to greater muscle damage and leakage

of inflammatory substance; and therefore, more edema than fewer repetitions.

The arm circumference or swelling measure was, however, less sensitive to

variations in exercise intensity than PT, could not be differentiated as arm

swelling into three discrete levels. Swelling may be a less sensitive measure than

PT because it involves an inflammatory reaction in muscle as well as in the peri-

muscular connective tissues (Cheung et al., 2003). Hence, swelling occurred

secondary to muscle damage.

!n contrast to the arm circumference measure at 2 cm, there were no

differences in arm circumference among tire groups when measured at 6 and 9

cm from the lateral epicondyle of humerus. The arm circumference data from

this study suggest that only the 2 cm site can be used to distinguish levels of

muscle damage (i.e., severe and mild) dssciciated with high and low amounts of

novel eccentric exercise.

A between groups analysis for RANG revealed results similar to sweiling.

Th'ere was a significant difference in RANG between the 20- and 40-, and 20-and

60-repitition groups, but no difference between the 40- and 60- repetition groups.

This finding suggests that the higher repetition groups adopted a more flexed

posture and likely suffered greater discomfort while relaxing the arm, which

indicates that they suffered more swelling. The peak change in RANG was 3.6

degree decrease at 48 h after 60 maxirnaltccentric triceps contractions. ln

contrast, Cleak and Eston (1992) found a 26 degree decrease in RANG after 70

maximal eccentric elbow flexor contractions at 96 hours. The difference in results

between the studies may be due to using a slightly less intense protocol (i.e., 60

maximal eccentric contractions) for a different muscle (i.e., triceps). ln addition,
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in present study subjects did their eccentric exercise on a Cybex isokinetic

dynamometer with constant speed of g0o.s-1, whereas Cleak and Eston (1992)

had their subjects manually lower their forearm against resistance.

The present study also found that G0-repetitions caused a greater

reduction in ROM than 2O-repetitions, which also supports the contention that

more repetitions caused greater inflammation and sensory stimulation than fewer

repetitions. Similar to arm swelling, no difference was observed between the 40-

and 20- and 40- and 60- repetition groups, suggesting that ROM was also

comparatively less sensitive than PT in discerning difference among groups that

completed various amounts of exercise. ln all, arm swelling, RANG, and ROM

are capable of distinguishing between mild and severe DOMS-induced muscle

damage. These variables are not as sensitive as PT in differentiating moderate

levbls of muscle damage from varying levels of insult.

Varvinq Repetition Number and Soreness Ratino

Muscle soreness fOllowing a novel eccentric exercise protocol is well

documented (Armstrong, 1984). Previous research consistently shows increased

pain ratings following various soreness-induction protocols (Cleak and Eston, ,

1992; Friden et al., 1986; Lenn et al.,2OO2: & Zainuddin et al., 2OO5). ln this

study the DDS scale was used to assess arm sensation and unpleasantness

associated with eccentric-exercise' ind uced soreness. Surprising ly, there were. no

group differences for sensation of soreness, suggesting that all subjects,

regardless of exercise protocol, had similar pain sensations. The degree of

discomfort was similar to that reported by Hilbert et al. (2003), who measured

muscle soreness in subjects who completed eccentrib hamstring curls. !n

contrast to the present study, Brown et al. (1997) found that subjects who

performed greater repetitions had greater so.reness. The reason for inconsistency

between the studies may be the different method of soreness rating used. Brown
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et al. used an analog measure of muscle soreness, whereas we used the DDS,

which is a more complicated rating scale. Perhaps subjects had difficulty using

the DDS leading to poor sensation rating.

Unlike the sensation of soreness, we found that there was a significant

difference in soreness unpleasantness between the 20- and 60-repetition groups,

as the subjects who did more repetitions had greater unpleasantness than

subjects who did fewer repetitions. Similar to arm swelling, RANG, and ROM, the

unpleasantness measure was not fully sensitive to exercise intensity, as no

difference was observed between the 4O-repetition group and the 20- and 60-

repetition groups. The greater psychological disturbances associated with higher

repetitions may be attributed to limitations in activities of daily living associated

with triceps swelling and reduced ROM.

Varvinq Repetition Number and Creatine Kinase

Many studies have assessed the presence of muscle-specific proteins in

the blood following an unaccustomed maximal eccentric exercise protocol. CK is

considered the most accepted indirect enzymatic, marker of muscle damage and

is widely analyzed in DOMS related research (Brancaccio et al., 2007; Brown et

al., 1997; Lenn et a\.,2002; Malm et al., 2004; Paulsen et al., 2005; Zainuddin et

al., 2005). A significant group difference was found across the four days after

soreness induction, with CK activity greatest after 6O-repetitions compared to 20-

and 40- repetitions. These data suggest that only the greatest effort (i.e., 60-

'repetitions) resulted in more muscle damage, thereby leading to leakage of CK

into the blood. A study by Brown et al. (1997) showed that there was significant

increase in CK levels after 30 and 50 maximaleccentric quadriceps contractions

but not after 10 repetitions. Despite some inconsistency in results, these studies

indicate that only higher volume of eccentric exercise leads to significant muscle

damage and subsequent CK leakage.
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CK level did not resolve by 96 hours 
"tter-oul, 

soreness-induction protocol

in this study, which agrees with other research (Brancaccio et al., 2007; PaulSen

"et a|.,2005). Collectively data from these and the current study show that peak

CK occurs 96 hours after heavy soreness-induction session. Other studies have

found a biphasic pattern for changes in CK levels after eccentric exercise; initially

CK levels increase and then decline slightly in the next 47 hours. They then rise

again, peaking at 96 hours (Armstrong et al., 1983; Brancaccio et al., 2007; &

Paulsen et al., 2005). These researchers suggested that the first increase in CK

is due to the initial injury to muscle and the second elevation results from the

phagocytic infiltration that occurs in response to the initial injury. There was no

biphasic increase in CK in the present study; instead CK levels rose steadily rise

for 96 hours. ln summary, within the limits of this study (only gO hours of

measUrement), CK was comparatively less sensitive than PT in differentiating

among various levels of muscle soreness. lt is possible that greater efforts are

required to cause membrane damage, as lower repetitions did not appear to

cause sufficient muscle damage to induce subsequent elevations in CK levels.

Time Course of Soreness-lnduction

The conseqr"r xercise were studied

over four consecutive days. Most DOMS-related studies complete multiple

measurements following soreness-induction to assess the time course of muscle

damage. All the dependent variables in the present study were impacted as

anticipated over the four days, indicating that the soreness-inducing protocol led

to muscle damage and associated inflarhmatory response. The result was pain,

swelling, stiffness, loss in muscle function, and leakage of muscle-specific

enzymes (i.e., CK) into the blood. These findings are consistent with previous

research (Armstrong, 1984). The intensity ol discomfort associated with DOMS is

said to start in the first 24 h post-exercise, peak between24'and72h
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postexercise and resolving in five to seven days (Armstrong, 1984; Cheung et al.,

2003;'Cleak & Eston, 1gg2).As expected it was found that atl physical measures,

as well as reported soreness levels, peaked at 48 h after baseline and most did

not return to baseline levels by the fourth day.

It is documented that PT deficit is maximum between 24-48 h following

DOMS-inducing exercises (Smith, 1gg2). lt is uniformly believed that the

immediate postexercise reductions in PT are attributed to fatigue but later

reductions are due to myofibrillar damage (Friden et al., 1983). ln the present

study, PT did not return to,the preexercise value by four days postexercise.

Hence, PT recovery following DOMS took longer than four days, which agrees

with most DOMS research (Armstrong, 1984; Cheung et al., 2003; Connolly et

al., 2003).

There was a significant increase in arm circumference at all measured

sites over the four days following soreness induction. This finding is consistent

withotherstudiesthatfoundauniformincreaseincircumferencefollowing

eccentric exercise (Cleak & Eston, 1992; Lenn et al., 2003). Lenn et al. (2003)

found that at 48 h post-injury, arm circumference increased from 28.4 + 3.3 and

29.7 t 3.4 cm to 29.2 t 3.3 and 30.2 t 3.5 cm, respectively, at70 and 100 mm

from the lateral epicondyle compared to baseline. These values are consistent

with the present findings at 6 and 9 cm at 48 h; at these sites, arm circumference

increased from27.7 t2.8 and 29.1 t 3.0 cm to 28.3 t2] and 29.6 t 2.9 cm,

respectively, compared to baseline.

A significant increase in RANG was found for all four days postexercise;

the change in RANG peaked at 48 h values did not return to baseline by 96 h.

Lenn et al. (2003) also found a significant change in RANG at 48,96, and 168 h

after 50 maximal eccentric triceps contractions. The peak change in RANG in

their study was also at 48 h after soreness-induction. This decrease in RANG,
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the time of the peak change, and the time course f6r resolution was similar

bdtween the two studies.

There was also a significant reduction in the range of active elbow flexion

for the four"days post-soreness induction. The finding coincides with most other

studies (Armstrong, 1984;Zainuddin et al., 2005). Zainuddin et al. (2005) found

an immediate 30% reduction in elbow flexion after 60 maximal eccentric biceps

contractions. A maximum reduction of only 6.5 %was found presently following

60-maximal eccentric triceps contraction at 48 h; ROM began to inbrease

thereafter but was still significantly lower than baseline at 96 h. Hilbert et al.

(2OOd) found a reduction of 16.3% at48 h after 60-maximat eccentric quadriceps

contractions. The reason for inconsistencies might be related to the different

muscle groups studied (i.e., triceps vs. hamstring).

The pain associated with DOMS peaked 48 h after soreness induction.

After 48 h, soreness started to resolve but did not return to baseline until 96 h. lt"

is believed that the course of soreness development is usually different from the

change in muscle strength, ROM, arm circumference, and CK (Nosaka et al.,

2002). We found that the time course for all physical measures coincided with

soreness'except CK, which did not peak until 96 hours post-soieness induction.

Zainuddin et al. (2005) found a significant increase in CK two days

following 60 maximal-eccentric biceps contractions; CK remained elevated.for 10

days in their study. There was no significant difference in CK across time or

among groups in the present study, which is consistbnt with data from Lenn et al.

(2002). Much of the inconsistency in CK data among studies is due to the great

variability in CK both within and between subjects'(Lenn et al., 2002).

Based on these data and other studies, most of the damage associated

with DOMS seems to occur in first two days postexercise and takes longer than

four days to resolve. There is probably a relationship between the soreness-
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induction effects on range of motion, strength loss, arm circumference, and pain

and unpleasantness, as the changes in these variables all peak at 48 h. There is,

however, no similar increase in CK and its time course does not clearly coincide

with any other physical measures. Thus, there is no ctear relationship between

the changes seen in CK and the changes in other variables. This finding may be

due to the differenceS in time course for the associated changes. The other

variables peak earlier than the changes in CK. ln addition, the variability in the

CK data makes such comparisons difficult.

Practical' I mplications

According to the present study, the extent of muscle damage and

subsequent loss in PT is directly influenced by the magnitude of eccentric

exercise that causes DOMS. Considering future research, the measurement of

PT can be used to identify levels of soreness allowing various treatments to be ,

examined on thre'e levels of DOMS. Other variables (swelling, RANG, ROM,

DDS, and CK) can be used to more grossly distinguish the effect of treaiment on

two levels of DOMS. !t is conceivable that we will learn that treatment for DOMS

can be modulated depending on degree of muscle damagd as measured by

strength loss. The findings of.this study are applicable to realworld conditions,

as DOMS is the most common consequence following novel eccentric exercise

or the initial phase of sports training. Ultimately, thb findings from the study could

be beneficialfor rehabilitation specialist. This study shows how to distinguish

levels of DOMS, which may help in selecting the most effective of various

interventions to improve patient comfort. Hence the amount of strength loss

occurring with DOMS may indicate a particular mode of treatment and thereby

improve recovery time.

Some treatment modalities may be effective with lower degrees of DOMS

but not acceptable for a higher degree of damage. Massage, for example; may

I

I

I
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effectively treat mild to moderate soreness, whereas it.may not be useful in

tr:e'ating severe soreness. Research needs to be done to see which treatments

can impact different levels of DOMS, especially lower levels of muscle soreness,

as almost all previous research has focused on treating a very high level of

DOMS induced by extreme soreness-induction protocols (Lighfoot et al., 1997;

Paddon-Jones et al., 1997; Zainuddin et al., 2005).

The findings of this study may also be beneficial to sport trainers. For

example, since the amount of DOMS is directly related to eccentric effort, sport

trainers may change the initial phase of a sports-training program to minimize

muscle damage.

' The findings of this study may also be applicable to research on the

rhechanisms that cause DOMS. Lower degree of DOMS may be associated with

less muscle damage and subsequent inflammation compared to higher degree of

DOMS. Future research on the mechanisms behind DOMS should consider the

level of soreness induced by the exercise protocol before drawing conclusions.

Summarv

Manipulating the amount of exercise can vary the degree of muscle

dbmage as determined by measuring a host of variables. PT, however, is more

sensitive to novel eccentric exercise volume than the others. As the most

sensitive variable, PT can be used to differentiate among mild, moderate, and

severe muscle damage. This knowledge may lead to determining treatments that

are effective for specific levels of DOMS.



Chapter 6

,'
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

, Summary

The primary purpose of the present study was to determine if the extent of

delbyed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) following eccentric exercise could be

manipulated by varying eccentric exercise volume. lf so, this might be valuable

information as researchers attempt to determine if specific treatments more

effectively resolve various level of soreness. The capability to manipulate the

degree of DOMS may also enhance our ability to understand the underlying

mechanism for DOMS. To that end,24 college-aged subjects (males n=12,

females n=12) were assigned to three groups, each of which completed'an

eccentric exercise protocol that included either 20-,40-, or OO-repetitions with the

triceps muscle of the non-dominant arm. Arm circumference (at2,6, and 9 cm),

ROM, RANG, PT, DDS, and CK were each measured at baseline and 24, 48,72,

and 96 h after the eccentric exercise bout.

A 3 x 5 (Group x Time) RM ANOVA was used to assess group and time

differences for each variable. Subsequent univariate ANOVA were completed to

exclude the effect of baseline values on group data. Analyses showed that it was

possible to manipulate DOMS by varying the amount of exerbise ad determined

by the aforementioned measures. Additionally, PT proved to be the most

sensitive variable enabling differentiation among three levels of muscle soreness.

The other variables were less sensitive and could only differentiate soreness into

two discrete levels. The values for all the measures other than CK peaked al48

h post soreness- induction, which suggests these variables are well correlated.
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CK peaked at or after 96 h and was quite variable across time and between

subjects. 
i Ĉonclusions

The results of this study yield following conclusions:

1. DOMS can be manipulated by varying the volume of novel eccentric

exercise.

2. PT is the key variable to assess the magnitude of muscle damage

following DOMS because it is most sensitive to varying exercise volume.

3. ln the future, this information may prove valuable to rehabilitation and

sports medicine professionals who may be able to assess discrete levels

of DOMS using PT and then administrating the appropriate and most

effective tre'btment.

Recommendations

The following are recommended for further study:

1. Examine the effect of manipulating the exercise volume on DOMS in

different muscte groups.

2. Determine how manipulation in exercise volume affects DOMS in different

age groups.

3. Determine the effectiveness of different treatments on the various levels of

DOMS using PT as the key to distinguish between mild, moderate, and

severe DOMS.

4. Examine the changes and pathologies associated with the different levels

of soreness to identify bettbr mechanisms leading to DOMS of mild,

moderate, and severe degrees.
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ApprruorcES

APPENDIX A

Informed Consent Form

Manipulating the Extent of Detayed Onset Muscle Soreness

l. turpose of the Study: The purpose of this study is to determine if three discrete levels of
soreness (e.g., mild, moderate, and heavy) can be induced in the triceps muscle in the non-
dominant arm.

2. Benefits: You may benefit from participating in this study because you will learn about the
Cybex dynamometer, a device used in many rehabilitation settings. You will also get first hand
experience on how scientific dataare collected and receive extra credit. Last, it is expected that
your efforts will benefit the scientific community.

3. Your Participation requires you must be at least l8 years of age, able to perform maximal
eccentric triceps contraction on the Cybex dynamometer, and have not lifted weights with your
arms regularly (twice a week for at least a month) in the previous three months. All tests will be

conducted in CHS 401. If you participate, you will have to attend a familiarization session so that
you can learn about the Cybex and the various measures I will make in the study. This session

will last one hour. With these measuremen.ts I will assess your mood and muscle soreness with
questionnaires. I will also assess elbow range of motion with a goniometer shown in class, upper
arm circumference with a tape measure, and peak triceps sfrength with the Cybex, which will
require you to complete several efforts on the machine. One week after the first session, you will
report back to the lab. I will repeat many of these measures as described or shown with one
exception; I will mark your non-dominant arm with permanent ink so that I can maintain
consiStency in circumference and range of motion measurements across the remainder of the
project. The ink will wash off after several days. Just prior to the exercise I will also draw 5 ml of
blood from a vein in your arm with normal procedures used in a medical clinic. You will then
complete an assigned number of maximal triceps eccentric contractions on the Cybex (24, 48, or
72'efforts). Immediately after the exercise and 24, 48,72 and 96 hours later (l ,2,3, and 4 days),
I will assess arm shength, range of motion, and circumference as shbwn. At24,48,72 and96
hours post exercise I will assess mood and muscle soreness and draw an additional blood sample.
Each lab visit will take approximately 20 minutes of your time. Thus, the experimental phase of
the project will require about two hours of participation time. Total participation time,for the
entire project, therefore, will be about three hours. As stated, I will also draw five, 5 ml samples
of blood or 25 ml total over the course of the study.

4. Risks of Participation: This experiment will make your arm'sore for several days. This
soreness is called delayed on-set muscle soreness (DOMS) and must of you have probably
experienced it. DOMS is associated with pain, tendemess, swelling, reduced rangeof motion, and
decreased muscle strength in the exercised muscles. These symptoms last for fwo to five days
depending on the severity of the damage and are mildly self limiting. To reduce your
inconvenience I will have you exercise only a small muscle group on one limb; in this case the
triceps muscle on your non-dominant arm. ThuS, you will be able to walk normally and to use
both hands, such as to type or text after the exercise intervention. You may, however, have a
difficult time reaching for items with your non-dominant arm for several days. The symptoms
will resolve without any treatment in less than five days. You will nof be able to take any anti-
inflammatory or pain medications for the duration of the experimental phase of the project; you
also cannot apply heat or cold to the sore region. In extreme cases involving large amount of
muscle tissue (whole body) and exercise, the resulting muscle damage may induce exertional
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ihabdomyolysis, which is characterized by fever, nauseq vomiting, and blood in urine.
Rhabdomyolysis can progress to renal failure in chronic stages. Rhabdomyolysis is extremely
rare in real world applications and not documented in the type of research proposed and related
projects, because they typically involve a small amount of muscle confined to one limb and h
limited amount of exercise. The study also involves venipuncture, which will be done with all
universal precautions to avoid risk of infection at the puncture site.

5. Compensation for Injury: If you suffer an injury that requires any treatment or
hospitalization as a direct result of this study, the cost of such care is your resi:onsibility. If you
have insurance, you may bill your insurance company. Ithaca College and the investigator will
not pay for any care, Iost wages, or provide other compensation.

6. If you would like more information about this study at anytime prior to, during, or following
the data collection, you may contact Ankita Dubey at adubevl@ithaca.edu (513)-417-6139,
Professor Swensen at tswensen@ithaca.edu (607)-274-3114, 

, 
or Professor Sforzo at

sforzo@ithaca.edu (607)-27 4-3359.

7. Withdrawhl from the study: Participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw at
any tirfre if you so choose. You will not be penalized for withdrawing.

8. Confidentiality: Information gathered during this study will be maintained in complete
confidence. Only the researcher will have access to this information, which will be stored in a
locked cabinet in Professor Swensen's office in 321 Center for Health Sciences at Ithaca College
and on password protected computer. You and your name will never be associated with this
information in any reports. To further insure confidentiality, all files will be number coded and
data collection instruments will be kept separately from Informed Consent Forms and sign-up
sheets.

I have read and understood the above document. I agree to participate in this study and realize
that I can withdraw at anytime. I also understand that I can and should address questions related
to this study at any time to_ any of the reiearchers invotved. I also verifo that I am at least I 8 years
of age.

Your Name (please print)

Your Signature Date



APPENDIX B

Medicat History and Health Habit Form

Name:

Weight:

Student ID:

Sex:Age:

Dominant Arm

Medical/flealth History (please check all that apply
Heart/Disease
Stroke
Heart Murmur
Skipped, rapid or irregular heart rhythms

fingers

)
Lung Disease
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Injuries to shoulder, elbow, wrist,

Soft tissue injury to upper limb

Shoulder, elbow, wrist swelling
JoinVmuscle injury requiring

Allergies (if yes, please list)
Muscle injury (upper limb)

High Blood Pressure

High Cholesterol
Rheumatic Fever
Other conditions/comments: (please explain)

Present Symptoms (please check all that have applied within the last six months)

[ ] Chest pain

[ ] Shortness of Breath
medical attention

Lightheadedness
Heart Palpitations
Loss ofconsciousness
Illness, surgery, or hospitalization
Other conditions/comments: (please explain)

Is your medication includes any pain relieving drug? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Current medications (please list all medications presently being taken)

Exercise Habits
Do you presently engage in physical activity? [ ] Yes [ ] No
If so, what type of exercise? [ ] Aerobic [ ] Strength Training [ ]
Both
How hard do you exercise? [ ] Easy [ ] Moderate [ ]
Hard
How many times a week do you work out on average?
How many times a day do you work out on average?
Have you ever had any-discomfort, shortness of breath, or pain while exercising?

[ ]Yeg []No
Have you participated in strength training protocol in last three month especially upper
limb?

[ ]Yes [ ]No
If so, please explain your training
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APPENDIX C

24-Hour Health and Activity History Form

Name: Date:

Current Health Status (please check all that apply)

[ ]Nausea [ ]SoreThroat t l
Headache

[ ]BodyAche [ ]Chills t l
Lethargy-

[ ]NasalDrip [ ]Cramping [ ]
Muscle Aches

[ ] Chest Pain [ ] Shortness of Breath t l
Dizziness

DIET

Have you consumed alcohol in the last 12 hours? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Have you used caffein'e or nicotine in the last three hours? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Did you eat any food in the last three hours? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Ifso, please list:

Has your diet changed drastically since the last exercise test? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Ifso, please describe:

Exercise

Have you exercised in the last 24 hours? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Ifso, please describe:

^ Has your exercise routine changed in last few weeks? [ ] Yes [ ] No

If so, please explain:
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Over-the-Counter and/or Prescription Dnig Use

Have you taken.any over the counter drugs (e.g., cold meds, analgesics) in the last 24 hours?

[ ]Yes [ ]No

Has there been any change in your use of prescription drugs? [ ] Yes

If so, please explain:

[ ]No

Injury

Have you experienced any physical pain in the last 24 hours? [ ] Yes

If so, please explain:

Is there any physical injury we should know about before you perform the test?

[ ]Yes [ ]No

If so, please explain:

[ ]No

Sleep Pattern:

Has your sleep pattem changed since the last eiercise test?

Do you feel drowsy, tired, or run down at this time?

Ifso, please describe:

Has there been any change since the last exercise test that you
performance on today's exercise test?

[ ]No

[ ]Yes

[ ]Yes

[ ]No

[ ]No

feel could compromise your

t lyes

If so, explain:

Other questions/comments/concerns please state below.



APPENDIX D

Instructions

You are scheduled to attEnd a familiarization session prior to actual test. Your performance
depends upon the adherence ofthese instructions:

Do not perform heavy exercise in the 24 hours preceding the test.
Do not drink alcohol for l2 hours preceding the test.
Do not use stimulants such as caffeine (e.g. coffee) or nicotine (i.e. cigarettes) for 3 h
preceding the test.
Do not eat for one hour p.receding the test.
Do not eat any food that may cause you discomfort the day of the test.

Do not use any pain medication oi any treatment to reduce your symptoms
being tested, or after experiment for 4 days.

when you are

Avoid over-the-counter medications for the 12 hours preceding the test. (However, cancel

the appointment if yotr are ill and treat yourself accordingly; we can always reschedule)
Wear comfoftable clothing during the test. (i.e. t-shirt, with loose sleeves or sleeveless t
shirt)

9. Please, sustain your same lifestyle habits (eating, exercise, medication, etc.) between

tests.

I thank you for your cooperation!

l.
2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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l- APPENDIX E

Differential Descriptor Scale (DDS)

Differential Descriptor Scale (DDS)

Each word represents an amount of sensation.

Rate. yotir sensation in relation to each word with a check mark.

Faint
I

Moderate
I

Barely Strong

stlns

Very mild

We
I

Extremelil lntense

Very weak
I

I

SliOhtly,lntense

Very lntense

Mild

_t-
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Each word represents an amount of unpleasantness.

Rate your unpleasantness in relation to each word with a check mark.

Slightly Unpleasant
I

Slightly Annoying

Unple,asant

Annoying

Slight Distressing

VeV Unpleasant

Distressing

Very Annoying

Slightly lntolerable

Very Distressing

lntolerable
I

Very lntolerable
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APPENDIX F

Soreness Data Collection Sheet

Name: Subject ID......

l. Arm circumference: (three trials for each measurement)

Time At2 cm At6cm Atgcm

I 2 a
J I 2 J I 2 J

0h

24h

48h

7,2h

96h

2. RANG:

Time I 2 J

0h

24h

48h

72h

96h

3. Elbow ROM: (three trials for each ROM)

Time Active elbow flexion Active elbow hyperext(below 0)

I 2 J I
,)

3

0h

24h

48h

.72h

96h
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, Soreness Data Collection Sheet (PEAK TORQUE)

Name: ........ Age/Sex. ....Subject

group.

Testing-arm: Right/Left

Dynamometer settings:

Chair setting:

Rotation scale:

Back angle:

Fore aft Position:

Back Translation:

Seat Position: Flat

Accessories:

Length adapter:

Dynamometer setting:

Rotation:-

Tilt:

Height:

Mechanical stops:

Gray:

Hand grip: Teal:

Peak Torque (Nm): (averaged peak torque for three maximal trials)

Time 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

peak torque (Nm)



-,,

Peak torque (Nm):

APPENDIX G

RAW DATA TABLES

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 38 27 20 22 22

a 33 27 28 47 35

a 45 39 46 49 46

a 58 45 33 39 35

a 58 45 46 47 52

a 103 85 76 84 83

a :17 58 60 65 64
'a 75 76 89 89 7L4

b 37 22 23 23 24

b 76 43 49 50 49

b 75 50 37 39 60

b 60 46 61 65 72

b 49 27 24 26 22

b 73 39 39 47 47

b 53 42 33 30 33

b 41. 39 34 31 26

c 58 79 16 22 22

c 39 16 18 20 15

c 50 27 31 23 22

c 43 22 15 72. 18

c 49 22 19 L6 20

c 46 31 23 20 24

c 35 26 22 26 33

c 81 57 57 68 65
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Arm Circumference at2 cm (cm):

group 0h 24h 48h 72h 95h

a 26.7 27.5 27.8 28.4 26.8

a 26.5 26.6 26.7 26.5 26.5

a 25.1 25.7 25.4 25.3 25.2

a 24.3 24.6 24.7 24.6 24.5

a 29.8 29.9 30.3 30.3 30.1

a 30.3 30.2 30.7 30.3 30.3

a 25.5 25.6 25.8 25.6 25.6

a 25.9 25.9 26 26.L 26.t

b 26.2' 26.9 27.6 27.6 27.4

b 25.3 25.4 25.6 25.3 25.2

b 29.3 29.6 30 29.6 29.5

b 26,5 26.5 26.6 26.6 26.5

b 22.9 23.6 23.6 23.4 23.L

b 26.1 27.3 27.8 27.2 27.3

b 26.9 27.2 27.2 27.L 27.t
b 24.8 25.2 25.5 25.6 25.L

c 24.5 25.2 25.5 25 25.L

c 22.6 22.8 23.7 23.L 23

c 25.2 27.3 27.4 27.4 27.3

c 20.7 27.4 21.4 21:4 2L.5

c 25.t 25.6 25.5 25.5 25.2

c 23.6 24:.5 24.6 24.6 24.6

c 26.t 26.2 25.5 26.3 26.3

c 30.6 31.3 31.5 31.5 31.1



Arm Circumference at 6 cm (cm):

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 28.8 29.L 29.5 29.6 29.4

a 28.9 28.9 28.9 28.9 28.9

a 26.L 26.2 26.6 26.5 26.4

a 25.4 25.7 26.2 25.9 25.9

a 3L.2 31.6 31.6 32.2 31.8

a 33 33 33 33 33.0

a 27.5 27.6 27.8 27.8 27.7

a 27.2 27.2 28.2 27.7 27.7

b 28.2 28.8 29 29 28.9

b 26.4 27.5 27.6 27.4 27.5

b 37.7 32.t 32.2 32.7 32.L

b 28.5 28.5 28.4 28.4 28.4

b' 23.4 . 23.6 23.8 23.6 23.7

b 28.8 29.9 30 29.9 29.9

b 29.6 29.8 29.4 29.6 29.6

b 25.8 26.2 26.5 26.6 26.4

c 26.t 27.3 27.4 27.2 27.3

c 23.9 24.3 24.6 24.2 24.4

c 27.3 29 29.4 29.4 29.3

c 22.4 22.6 22.9 22.9 22.8

c 27.5 27.6 27.7 27.5 27.6

c 2s.5 25.6 26 26.7 25.9

c 28 28.2 28.2 28.4 ..28.4

c 33.7 34.4 34.4 34.L 33.9
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Arm Circumference at 9 cm (cm):

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 30.2 30.2 30.7 30.6 30.2

a 30.6 30.5 30.5 30.5 30.s

a 28 28 28.6 28 28.7

a 26.4 26.7 26.6 26.4 26.4

a 33.7 34 33.9 34.2 34.4

a 34.7 34.7 34.1 34.2 34.!

a 28.5 28.6 28.8 28.7 28.6

a 28.L 28.7 28.8 28.2 28.2

b 30.2 30.5 30.6 30.1 30.1

b 27.9 29 29 29.1 28.9

b 33.5 33.9 34.3 34.3 33.8

b 29.2 29.2 29.L 29.2 29.2

b 23.5 23.8 23.9 23.9- 23.8

b 30.2 31.6 .31.6 37.4 31.4

b 30.6 30.8 30.8 30.6 30.5

b 27.1 27.4 27.7 27.8 27.6

c 27.5 28.9 29.4 28.7 28.5

c 25.9 26.7 26.2 26.7 26

c 29.7 29.2 30 31.3 30.8

c 23.6 23.8 24.4 24.4 24.4

c 28.8 28.9 29 28.9 28.9

c 25:8 26 26.6 26.7 26.6

c 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.5 29.6

c 3s.3 35.4 35.5 35.4 3s.3



RANG (degrees):

Group 0h 24h . 48h 72h 96h

a 22 23 22 22 22

a 15 16 15 15 15

a 13 16 t7 15 15

a 20 22' 22 20 20

a 28 30 28 27 27

a 25 25 25 24 25

a 29 30 29 28 28

a 27 24 23 23 22

b 22 23 22 23 22

b 24 26 28 28 28

b 25 26 26 26 26

b 31 31 32 32 32

b 19 19 20 19 19

b 25 29 30 29 29

b 26 27 31 30 30

b 19 19 20 20 19

c 18 2t 22 2t 27

a' 20 25 25 24 20

c 19 20 20 20 2!
c 24 27 27 _25 25

c 31 33 34 33 33

c 22 23" 24 24 24

c 20 23 24 22 2L

c 27 32 33 31 31

I

.

i
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ROM (degrees):

10v

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 138 734 734 ,135 737

a 729 L29 130 131 131

a 746 L44 145 746 L46

a 151 748 149 150 L49

a 155 747 146 147 t45
a 131 1,26 127 L29 130

a 151 747 L46 149 L49

a L48 748 t47 145 746

b 150 743 t47 L43 744

b 747 743 743 143 743

b 138 737 138 138 139

b 747 737 742 L4\ 743

b 131 728 L28 131 732

b t42 135 L27 130 130

b 131 726 120 L27 130

b 151 151 749 749 150

c 137 t34 133 135 136

c 145 737 136 134 138

c 140 LL4 712 131 136

c 149 746 742 743 143

c 150 744 140 74L 142

c t46 138 133 139 138

c L37 135 136 135 138

c 130 726 L27 729 131
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DDS (sensation):

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 0 5.5 6.08 7.25 1.66

a 0 3.08 2.08 0.833 0

a 0 4.33 7.33 7.66 5.75

a 0 5.16 7.91 5.08 1.9

a 0 6.66 6.3 4.5 4.5

a 0 1.91 7.4L 0.91 0.66

a 0 4.5 1.66 1 0

a 0 5.16 8.75 5.58 4.16

b 0 0.58 2.47' 2.s8 2.33

b 0 4.5 4.9L 6.75 6.6

b 0 4.66 9.33 4.25 4.9L
-b 0 0 2.08 0 0

b 0 s.58 6.08 8.4L 6.33

b 0 4 3.6 3.5 1.8

b 0 3.3 2.66 2.08 1.75

b 0 6.33 10.6 1.58 0.16

c 0 10.6 10.9 8.33 5

c 0 1.5 4.33 2.8 2.08

c 0 9 77.25 9.91 9.33

c 0 7.5 6.83 7 7.66

c 0 9.3 7.47 4.8 1.6

c 0 5.41 4.97 2.25 1.6

c 0 1 0.83 0 0

c 0 3.25 4.5 '0.42 0
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DDS (unpleasantness):

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 95h

a 0 3.3 3.47 1.58 0

a 0 0 0 0 0

a 0 0.66 5.08 6.33 3.16

a 0 0 2.5 2.08 1.16

a 0 1.16 0 0 0

a 0 0.s8 0.75 0 0

a 0 L.25 0.91 0 0

a' 0 0.58 0 1.3 0

b 0 0.58 1.16 1.66 7.47

b 0 3.58 4.5 6,66 6.08

b 0 3.25 4.75 2.58 1.91

b 0 0 0 0 0

b 0 4.58 4.5 4.8 3.25

b 0 1.1 1.4 1.5 0

b 0 2 0.83 0.83 0

b 0 4.8 9.9 0 0

c 0 15 15.5 5.08 4.66

c 0 0.33 1.83 t.25 0.15

c 0 72.6 73.75 L2.33 10.8

c 0 4.75 8.s8 9.25 10.33

c 0 4.6 2.5 0.91 0

c 0 3.58 1.3 1.9 0

c 0 0.83 0.15 0 0

c 0 0.91 0.83 0.16 0
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t 
Cr"rtine kinase (l'L-r);

E"

Group 0h 24h 48h 72h 96h

a 48.7 #Dtv/o! L46.5 348.8 1169

a L76.7 270.9 280.2 29L.5 238.9

a 54.9 45.9 43.6 44 35.8

a t79.2 203.5 L67.6 724.2 152.6

a 65.6 70.6 94 80.2 74.4

a L23.4 727.4 100.1 LOz 84

a 453.9 420.3 582.9 752.9 759.3

a L78.9 247.2 270.6 305.4 266.9

b 35.6 49 66.2 248.6 1133.7

b 140.5 134.4 597.9 7397.8 5533.7

b 150.1 164.9 318.2 305.8 28s.3

b L7L.4 96 64.6 57.7 58.4

b 63.4 65 70.9 75.L 72.8

b 85.5 1100.8 1525.8 2608.1 4739.7

b 306.7 t94.9 734.9 729.4 182.9

b "70.2 66.9 66.7 46.8 62.4

c 80.7 L10.7 738.7 187.5 493.8

c 67.6 89.7 58.9 62.6 66.1

c 166.9 6838.9 16008.5 21745.5 19499

c 69.6 78 90.4 877.7 2348.5.

c 174.L 168.7 139.1 728.2 99.4

c 372.2 289.4 L732.7 8202.6 71440

c 89.5 85.8 92.6 9L.7 161.3

c 278.6 339.9 283.7 3s5.2 400.7
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